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INTRODI.]CTION TO DATA PROCESSING'€
Introductory Remarks
Enweno M. Flrtrrcrn
Director of Librart and Information Retrieaal Seruices
F lorida Atlantic U niuersity
Boca Raton, llorida
This meeting is the result cjf a cooperative effort by the Reference
ServicesDivision and the Resources and Technical Services Division of
ALA. A committee of members of the two divisions planned this PreConference Institute. These members were: Melvin J. Voigt, Henry J.
Dubester, Donald V. Black, Robert Thomas, fesse H. Shera, Maurice F.
Tauber, Robert E. Kingery, and Edward Heiliger. Donald Wright and
Elizabeth Rodell of the ALA staff, Ralph H. Parker and Frederick L.
Arnold, Jr., also assisted the Committee. The guide lines laid down
for the Committee stated that: (r) the Institute should be for general
librarians, not specialists; (z) the Institute should be an introduction
to data processing; (3) the program should be aimed at librarians from
all types of libraries; (4) there should be some talk about how the new
hardware is being used; and (5) education for this new approach should
be discussed.Except for this last point, this has been adhered to. The
Library Education Division is devoting a session to this subiect at its
meeting in St. Louis on Wednesclaymorning. The speakersfor our Institute understand that their remarks must be directed to those of you
who are coming without benefit of acquaintance with his new field. I
hope they can overcome their knowledge-ability, and get through to you
in a meaningful way. The speakers,with the exception of the two on
Saturday, are all professional librarians. This, in itself, is some indication
that the library profession is awakening to the possibilities of the new
machinery. Some of these librarians have had many years of experience
in this new area; others have had less,but all have become involved. All
have something to say to you from their experience.
*Editor's note: The ten papers which follow are revised versions of those presented at the ALA Pre-Conference Institute held at the University of Missouri, Columbia, June 24-27, 1964. The Institute was jointly sponsored by the Reference Services
and the Resources and Technical Services divisions of ALA in cooperation with the
University of Missouri. One talk is missing: Joseph Becker outlined in an informal
manner the potential possibilities of the use of automation in libraries. He stressed
the fact that machines are becoming more and more flexible and adaptable at the
same time that they are shrinking in size, the introduction of transistors effecting the
most striking improvements. What he said is generally covered by the book, Information Storage and, Retrieaal, by him and Robert Hayes (Wiley 1963, $rr.g5).
Mr. Heiliger acted as Chairman of the Planning Committee and also of the Conference; he has also assistedin editing the papers.
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The Hardwareof Data Processing.
C. D. Gur,r
Professor of Library Science
I n diana U niu ersity, B lo omin gt on
It 7fR. BECKER HAS TOLD YOU that the first thing to start with is
the punched card, historically, and perhaps in your operation.
fll
Here is a plain punched card (Illustration r); the little rectangular holes
or the circular holes have been punched in with a very accurate punch.
Mr. Becker has already spoken ro you of the binary system. This card is
a representation of the binary system because at any one of those coordinate positions, the intersection of a horizontal or a vertical axis,
a punched hole has the equivalent of a "yes" value in the binary system,
and the absence of a hole has the eouivalent of a "no" value in that
system.These coordinates permit yo,",to place ap;ainsteach of the punching positions a variety of values. In this particular slide you will notice
that one o{ the horizontal rows is labeled "six," for example, and the
vertical columns are numbered at the bottom from one to eighty. Each
punching position can be identified in more than one way, and you can
build this variety up into letters and symbols as well as numerals. There
is no text acrossthe top of that card.
By putting a card through one of the devicesknown as rhe Interpreter
(Illustration z) it is possible to read the holes and ro prinr acrossthe top
of the card the text which is punched into the card. The cards are fed
up into the top and come out in the lower pocket, and the cards are then
humanly readable. The text on an interpreted card is printed across
the top to correspond with punches for the letters of the alphabet, the
numerals, and the punctuation marks in the body of the card. The
registry of a punched character and its printing involved is not exact,
because in the earlier days when interpreters were first put out, they
weren't able to print close enough to have a one-to-one relationship between columns and characters. The primitive stage has been overcome
in the oz6 printing punch which punches and prints simultaneously.
(Illustration 3) The young lady has alphabetic and numeric keyboards
under her right hand as well as a number of control switches. She is
feeding the cards in from the upper right, they pass across in front of
her to the left, and they are stacked in the upper left position. The machine has the capability of duplicating columns from a previous card,
*(Editor's note: Mr. Gull spoke informally, explaining the 46 slides which he
showed and which pictured the equipment and methods of using it. It was with great
reluctance that he permitted us to publish the transcription of his remarks since he
feels them to be inadequate without the illustrations which we, because of cost and
space limitations, could not publish in full. The Editors, however, consider his comments a useful pulling together of information. The illustrations are available in the
publications listed at the end of the discussion.)
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or, with the aid of a program control card in the center of the machine,
can tabulate by columns, duplicate cards, or leave cards unduplicated.
The oe6 is a much more sophisticated device than a simple typewriter,
with much greater flexibility. The oz6 printing punch is an input device.
It is the station at which your written text, cataloging, order slips, etc.,
are transformed into binary codes in the form of holes in cards.
The Flexowriter made by Friden is another input device, a typewriter
which produces a paper tape with the punched holes in it. Paper tape in
one senseis merely a number of cards strung together, or, if you prefer,
cards are simply paper tape cut apart. The text, however, is not visible on
the paper tape, and consequently you do have a problem in reading and
correcting it which you do not encounter with punched cards. Paper tape
has certain advantages,and you will want to get your engineers to advise
you which of these two input devices you will want to choose in your
particular application. Paper tape is the input chosen, for example, for
Index Medicus and the MEDLARS Project at the NLM.
The ou6 printing punch prints the characters in the same column as
the corresponding holes. Each character is made up of a number of little
dots which are imprinted on top of the card as it goes through the
printing punch. The punched and printed values are the same for
numerals, becauseyou chose that value for the row. But when you want
to make the alphabet out of this card, you find that the original card has
only the capacity for the ten decimal numerals. Two additional horizontal rows, sometimescalled the eleven and the twelve punches, were added.
By grouping the twelve punch with one to nine, you can build up A
through I in the alphabet; grouped, you see,A through I with the twelve
punch and a sequence of numbers. There are sorne other combinations
which provide punctuation symbols. The manufacturer has simply taken
the various positions on the card and built them up to form his standard
alphabet. Other manufacturers use different standard combinations, and
mathematicians and others have a lot of fun making many codes out of
the various combinations.
The rrormal feed of a punched card is to put the nine edge (the bottom
edge) through a reading machine, thus reading one to eighty characters
at a time and correspondingly feeding impulses out to various mechanisms, particularly to a printing device. Feeding on the nine edge
normally means that you want multiple character reading from each
card. There are a few card readers which will feed from the left edge and
proceed from column one to eighty. These are character by character
reading or printing devices.
The card movement is from the right to the left, and a metal contact
roller below receives successiveelectric impulses. So long as the paper
intervenes, the electrical impulse never reaches the brush; but when it
reaches a hole, the impulse goes on through and can be carried, to all
intents and purposes, wherever you wish within the equipment. The
timing of the impulses is significant. They are intermittent, and they are
available only as each of the reading positions passesby, so there are a
Volume 9, Number r, Winter r955
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dozen impulses for the movement of one card. You will recall that the
hole has the positive value of "yes" attached to it, and the absence of
the hole, or the state of being insulated, has the "no" value. The reading
of a card can be described as a logical operation. The hole can be called
"matching," and the insulated state is "not matching," or "rejection."
The next piece of equipment is a sorter. A deck of cards is fed into
the right-hand side of the machine, and the cards move roward the left
and drop into pockets according to the punches which are read in a single
column on a single pass (or sort) of the deck of cards. The blades direct
the cards into the pockets according to rhe timed impulses as they pass
through particular holes. One of the pockets is the reject pocket because
there may be no hole in a particular column. There are twelve pockets,
all of which are matched to some different positive value, and the
thirteenth pocket for the reject situation. Since you can change the
columns across the card and read difierent ones in successionand since
you can specify that you may wish to read only certain rows within those
columns, you have considerable flexibility in sorting operations. The
physical affangement of this equipment requires the operator to feed
iards into one feed and to withdraw the cards from thirteen pockets,
then repeat the processmany times until the required order is achieved.
The operator controls the order of the return of the cards to the feeding
station. Ordinarily we are rrying to arrange a deck of cards into a certain
order. We may wish to have them in numerical order, in which case one
pass in a column will accomplish the work, for the number of columns
equals the maximum number of digits in the arithmetical field. If we
have to sort alphabetically, we have to pass the card through twice on
each column.
The two main operations here which the operator has to observe are
the "greater than" and the "less than" situations. Thus we add two more
operations to our understanding. The operator must be careful of the
direction in which he picks up which packets of cards ro reinrroduce
them into the feed. The memory of how to do this procedure often rests
in the operator's mind, or he follows the directions of another person or
which he has worked out for himself to solve his particular sorring problem.
Some sorters are much more sophisticated; they can count holes in
many columns. They have multiple brushes and little visible counters
from which you can take statistical information. They can also note
similarities in numbers in different fields on the face of the same card,
in the fixed field situation, or in the free field situation, and then direct
certain cards into certain pockets. These units are often called statistical
sorters, and they are sometimes employed in non-conventional information systemsfor the purpose of retrieving information, for asking questions and producing answers in terms of the accessionnumber or the
call number of a document.
Sorters are used to sequencecards to give a useful arrangement. They
are used for the arrangement of cards prior to interfiling them into a
catalog, for example. In the operations the sorter does the matching;
.8
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that is, the sorter makes a decision, thus relieving the librarian of that
job. The operator, however, retains the decision "of gr"ut",
than or less
than in the ordering process.
Aflgr you. havc put cards into order, you are in a position to do
some-thing with them. We now consider tire piece of equipment com_
monly called the tabulator. There are a numbei of difierent models, and
they are used for several purposes; but librarians are primarily interested
^machine
in them as printing deviies. one deck feeds into the
at the top
characters are read at once and then
All or a portion of each card can be
reedsare about r5o lines a minute.
; and we certainly enjoyed the sound
ythmically because the sound meant
t, but today it is a very slow speed.

rracr
numbers
they-t,1ff:iff
; rurrhermore
major totals which means

';lH,

t1t"#3.113::T

that ihey *ilr g.o.rp certain types of information and then do additions afterwarcl.
There are other d.evicesin the punch card rine which will perform
multiplication and division, as weil, and produce new punched cards.
These are various card calculating devices. you may take the new cards
and put them back through tabulators for printing our, for example.
The arithmetical
.capab-ility-of these printini machlnes is primarily of
use to librarians in order department work, for personneliecords,'etc.
Illustration 4 shows how iabulators are wired. As the card is being
read, an impulse passesthrough the hole, over to an external area and
through a control panel; then the impulse goes back into the tabulator
:ce of type on an elevated typebar;
ibbon and put a character on a piece
rachine clanked along, becausewhen

i'"0
Tn:i:'
ii:?,:T.,i?li'
?fil:
":'1"

The plug board is very inreresting part of the equipment. It will
1
permit the operator to break a circuit o1 io contin.r. it, u.rd may permit
hiT j", switch. a particular impulse to a new location or perhaps into
multiple locations. The basic principle was very difficult to uneirth in
the punched card literature of the ig3o's. rt is similar to travelling to
choose either fork and pto.e.d to
l. The plugboard ofiers great flexi_

,:l"iJ1ffi,i?f3t,
thattheyoffer
's.

Some of them are as limited as
thirty-nine characters in the set, that is twenty-six letters, ten numerals
t!.r": punctuarion marks; orhers have sixty-four characrers in a set.
T{
This limited quantity is in upper case characters only; generally, there
are no lower casecharacters and very little variety in symiols. while we
think of our alphabet of twenty-six ietters as being a iesricted one, yer
Volume g, Number r, Winter t965
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capable of writing everything, in practice we use much larger alphabets.
The character set used by Chemical Abstracts contains nearly a thousand
characters. This particular type of printing restriction has been very
serious indeed, and is, I think, responsible for the lack of enthusiasm
with which librarians view the possibility of printing with the tabulator.
Illustration 5 shows the plugboard which goes with several of these
devices. Each one of the little wires can be removed and placed somewhere else.The operator can wire a bewildering variety of programs into
a tabulator with a plugboard for routing the impulses. This characteristic
of the plugboard must be understood clearly. Each new job means that
the plugboard has to be rewired by hand and checked for accuracy. This
rewiring is not required with computers, becausecomputer programs are
written and placed in the computer's memory to accornplish the control
of the operations.
A little more advanced device for printing, is a print wheel. Instead
of having the type bars move up and down, the bar, now wrapped
around in a circle, is a wheel which is rotated into position. The type
is struck against the ribbon and paper by a small hammer. This arrangement affords a little greater speed and a little larger set of characters.
One deck of cards is often not sufficient, so you need extra decks.
The reproducer is the machine by which you accomplish this job. You
feed the deck you want copied into one of the feeds and blank card.sin
the other, and you get out two identical decks. You can operate with
both decks, put the second deck in a new order, for example. But this
device doesn't print; it only reproduces. If you want to read what is on
the card, you have to take the new deck to the interpreter before you can
use them manually and visually.
The most sophisticated device in the punched card line, is the collator.
It feeds two decks simultaneously; usually these decks are in the same
order, but there are some situations where you may ignore that requirement. Instead of comparing only a column at a time, as the sorter does,
these may compare from eight to sixteen columns of alphanumeric information rather than just numeric data. In other words, the collator is
a word-comparing machine, whereas the simple sorter is a charactercomparing machine. We need to know what can be done with cards on
a word-by-word basis. The collator permits us to select or reject cards
by the matching operation; this is a form of retrieving information. The
collator permits us to compare values by the greater than or less than
operations, as the equal or unequal comparison. It enables us to accomplish a sequence check; we can put some cards into a collator and
find out if they are in the right order and check them for ascending and
decending order before using them further.
All of us have had to interfile cards; the ones we take off the sorter,
for example, which were in alphabetic order, have to be interfiled somewhere with another deck. The collator permits us to do our filing or
merging, and this can be done on the basis of a common number or on
the lack of a common number. The collator can also be used for re.10
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rieval operations, by putting two decks in, each of which represents
a single subject heading, for example, and looking for cornmon numbers
in other fields of those decks. If a common number is found, the corresponding cards are selected out and they are presumed to conrain the
answer to the retrieval question. This matching is the logical operarion
called "and," logical product, or logical conjunction. ,'And" is one of
the new operations that you are to remember, then.
If two decks are merged by the collator, in the absence of numbers
or by ignoring the numbers, making one deck out of two, the operation
is called logical"or," logical alternation or logical sum, or as some prefer
to call it, disjunction. The important point about these operations is
that they are controlled by the equipment on the card-by-card level. The
operator makes the choice of logical operation at the group level, but
the individual decisions are made by the machine on the inclividual
punched cards, and, you work only with the results. This description is
equivalent to saying, "r will go ro a subject heading in the diitionary
catalog for retrieval purposes and pull out five hundred cards on that
subject. since r want to consider lhose cards which are related to a
second subject, I have to look over all five hundred cards one by one;
but with punched cards and a collator, I can turn that iob of scannine
over [o the collator, and it will select all those carclswhich show thi
relationship between the two subiects." The collator has relieved the
hu1a1 of this particular decision problem. Now the operarions AND
and OR can also be accomplished with sorters, but humans control
the operations with those devices.
At this stage in the punched card arr, which was roughly in the
rg4o's, all of the ideas for computers were available in physical forrn.
There
input, processing, and output of data. The punchecl card
^were
was a form of memory, in the data recorded thereon. The control procedures were largely external, and the humans had to establish them.
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NOT, GREATER THAN and LESS THAN, and from the number of
commands which you can give to the computer in its machine language.
Mr. Becker already mentioned the number of parallel operations
which can be accomplished in computers, the amount of two-way com-munication which exists among the components of computers, the number and variety of peripheral devices which can be hitched on to computers. He mentioned their operating speeds,and then finally the question
of how much software is available from each manufacturer for his particular computer. We can't generalize about the seventy models of
computers that are currently available in this country; I'm not going to
try to do so. The important point about computers is that human intervention is very much reduced for the amount of work accomplished.
Magnetic tape codes can be developed on magnetic tape so that you
can see them. The magnetic tape is the same kind of tape in principle
that you use for tape recorders at home; a mylar ribbon with finely
divided iron oxide on one surface. There are a number of tape codes
and attempts at standardization in spite of the proprietary interests involved here. There can be zoo, 556, or 8oo characters to the inch, so that
the packing densities of these tapes is much greater than anything on
punched cards.
Illustration 6 shows a r4or computer, a character by character machine. The manual controls and the indicator lights are shown here on
the panel, and the cabinet contains the memory, the central processor,
and the power supply. Since the memorv here is relatively small, the
computer requires small programs and can process only small amounts
of data at a time, because the memory holds both the program and the
data in the same physical location. The control consoles are difierent
on the models available in this country, but in general they have start
and stop buttons, switches to establish certain conditions that are required for operations, and lights to show conditions and errors. There
will be buttons by which to override the errors and try the system again,
that is, to force something through the system.
Information must be fed into the computer just as into the punched
card devices which were its predecessors.The r4oz card reader punch
is an input-output clevice. The stacker holds about 3ooo cards and they
are fed in rapidly to introduce information into the central processor of
the computer. It can also be used as an output device by routing the impulses out of the computer to punch cards, with which you can operate
punch card devices or use the cards manually if you interpret them.
Two kinds of things can be put in here, the programs to control the
operations, and the data; you can also take out data and modified programs. The production of modified programs is a significant capability
of all computers. There are programming routines known as editors
and compilers which enable you to accomplish a pretty sophisticated job
of changing your programs. The final program is sometimes pretty far
removed from the work of the original programmer after it has been
edited, compiled, and assembled on the computer; it hardly will recognize its intellectual parent, if you want to put it that way.
o

l?
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Illustration 7 is a picture of the magnetic cores and Mr. Becker described them so fully to you, that I'll only say that you test the state of
the core with a diagonal sensewire and read that state out and do something with the answer you found for that particular position. A number
of positions taken together give you a character or word. These cores
are rather tiny, about the size of a sequin, and many thousands of them
are used in each computer memory. They are assembled into a core
plane, and the planes are assembled into blocks. The result is a core
memory in blocft.form, with thousands of wires leading out from it. For
easy understanding you can consider that part of the memory containing the program is static during the running of an operation, but
the remainder is very alive; it is handling the data very rapidly. The active
part processesdata at greater speedsthan does the human brain.
The punched card devices are, in effect, so far as sorters and collators
are concerned, extensions of human hands and arms for the manipulation of g X 5 cards, but they are so slow that some other equipment had
to be developed to overcome this slowness.The magnetic tape handlers
(Illustration 8) are one such development. A full reel of tape is Put on
one side of a unit and a take-up reel on the other, and the tape is moved
forward and backward under the control of the comPuter program' The
tapes contain programs and data. Usually tape handlers are used in
groups, standing side by side. Not only do these units surPasshtrmans in
sgrting things out and interfiling, they also read and write at the same
time. As the tape moves, the magnetic reading head takes the imptrlses
and puts them somewhere in the computer. After the impulses are
processedto the computer's satisfaction, they are read onto another taPe.
The magnetic tapes are erasable and can be used thousands of times'
As to tape speeds,the tapes may move 1b to r25 inches per second; the
units are remarkable instruments for acceleration and cleceleration; they
start a tape from scratch and stop it very rapidly. The read-write speeds
exceed anything the human can undertake; they range from 2o,ooo to
roo,ooo characters per second. Although this high speed is precisely why
magnetic tape is used as an input-output medium to a comPuter, modern
computers are still largely tape-bound for most oPerations. The machine
processesare retarded by the read-write tape speeds,because the internal
processingis so much faster.
The data and program information flow to and from the memory'
buffers, printers, punches, processors,and tape handlers. There is continuous flow of impulses within the computer, but the physical motion
is intermittent. There is a considerable flow of impulses to and lrom
them for every physical motion observed. Information is transferred from
one tape to another so that extracting or interfilin€i means writing on a
fresh, reusable tape. It is not necessaryto cut a tape apart, add a strip,
and seal the parts together to interfile something. Information is taken
off one tape and written on another one to expand (or contract) a
tape.
Some device is required for printing out the results. One such is a
r4o3 printer. The impulses are obtained by reading a magnetic tape;
Volumeg,Numbert,Wintertg65
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the central processor arranges the characters according to specifications
'Ihe
and sendsthem to the printer.
r4o3 usesa print chain; it looks something like the timing chain in an automobile, but with type in place of
teeth. There ale rZ2 printing positions across the paper for each line.
The print chain is divided into five sections of forty-eight characters
each, and it is in constant motion during printing. The printing speed
is about rroo lines a minute for numerical information and about 6oo
lines a minute for alphanumerical information. In operation these
printers sound like a hail storm, becauseeach character is struck individually in the very brief period when a line is available and when each
character arrives in the proper position. The r3z characters are struck at
different instants for a line, instead of together in one blow. At these
speedsthe paper has to be fed from endless,perforated, folded piles.
This print chain has twenty-six capital letters, ten numerals, and
twelve symbols. At the insistence of documentalists, a few chains have
been made with upper and lower case characters. The effect of this
change, against a fixed rotating speed and a fixed number of positions
on a chain, is to reduce the printing speed, becausethe character wanted
doesn't come into printing position as frequently as it does in five sets
of 48 characters each. The price of typographic excellence is to reduce
the printing speed by about 5ofo. Chains can be changed in about two
minutes, however. There are other types of computer printers; some of
them print line by line; some use cathode ray tubes and xerography to
print on the paper at rates as high as booo lines per minute.
The most significant technical development of the Index Medicus
or MEDLARS project was GRACE, Graphic Arts Composing Equipment, or the Photon goo as it is called commercially. It was designed to
provide a greater set of characters, 226 characters in the set, at 33o characters per second exposed to negative film. The GRACE type of printing
will be used for the August issue of Index Medicus, because the machine
is now in the National Library of Medicine for its acceptance trials.
The entire July issue is being run through as part of the acceptancetrials.
It's turning out very nice copy, upper and lower case characters, bold
face italics, and Greek symbols,etc.
Paper tape is one form of input. Some computers can provide a paper
tape output as well as using a paper tape input, and this output can be
used to actuate typewriters and some other printing devices.
The r4or is one of the simple small computers, a character by character machine. Most of the larger computers operate with computer
words rather than with characters.Computer words are not quite English
dictionary words, but they have a larger number of bits than characters.
The word size may range from 20 to 42 bits, and the words are handled
effectively as units in the machine. These other computer models are
larger, in performance and physical size, than the r4or. This condition
is not a contradiction of what Mr. Becker said about computers growing
smaller and smaller in recent years. In general, the physical size of
modern computers varies directly with capacity, but even the largest
.14
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computers today are smaller than the earliest large computers. Some of
the larger computers can handle as many as 66 tape handlers at once.
It would take a regiment of librarians to compete with these computers.
The memories are larger too. The common sizesof magnetic core storage
for these word devicesare 8,ooo, 16,ooo,Zz,ooo,64,ooo,and reS,oooword
memories, for example. There are also thin film memories.
We haven't mentioned the problem of order of records which is a
really difficult problem in librarianship. All of these magnetic tape devices have a linear or sequential pattern on the tape, reading from one
end of a scroll to the other, reading forward or backing up if you wish.
Some people don't like linear scanning because of the amount of time
consumed or the amount of processing required. They would rather
have a computer analog of the dictionary catalog, or the inverted file
which is broken up into a discrete order. With this order they can go
to a physical location and find a piece of information.
Magnetic disc storage is made, in effect, of constantly rotating phonograph records with magnetic characters on the top and bottom of each
disc. There is an accessarm which can move vertically up and down the
stack of disks and horizontally in toward the center of each of those
discs. It has a read-write head. If you tell it that all the information on
a certain problem is to be found in a certain location, it will shift to
that location and read that information into the central processor.This
action is called "random access" and for librarians' purPoses that's a
very poor choice of words. Each location is known exactly, just as surely
as you know your house address.Your house address may not have any
particular relationship to any sequence of numbers and words, but you
know where it is, and the postman knows where it is. Random accessis
a direct addressing form of storing data. Random accessprovides a way
of getting at what you want without going through all the tapes. It has
other advantages as well. A similar device with much less capacity is
the magnetic drum in which the magnetic characters are put on the surface of the drum, and the drum rotates at constant speed.
There are additional peripheral deviceswhich ofier a variety of remote
input and output stations which can be connected to computers by direct wire or by radio or you can send tapes and cards through the mail.
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TAKEN

r. Becker, Joseph and Hayes, Robert M. Inlormation Storage and Retrieual: Tools,
Elements, Theories. New York. Wiley, cr963. xi, 448p.
2. International Business Machines Corporation. Data Processing Division (rrz E. Post
Road) White Plains, New York. General Information Manual. An Introduction to
IBM Punched Card, Data Processing. White Plains, New York. IBM 196z? zop.
ffFzo-oo74.
3. International Business Machines Corporation, Data Processing Division. White
Plains, New York. General Information Manual: Introduction to IBM Data Processing Systems.White Plains, New York, IBM, crg6o. gSp.Fzz-65r7.
4. International Business Machines Corporation. Data Processing Division, White
Plains, New York. General Inlormation Manual. IBM Tele-Processing R 357 Data
Collection System for Manufacturi.ng Organizations. White Plains. IBM, cr96o. tep.
Eeo-8o42.
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Computerized Cataloging'
The ComputerizedCatalogat Florida
Atlantic University
JneN Pnnntaur-r
Head of Inf ormation Retrieaal Serttices
Florida Atlantic Uniaersit"t'Librar^t
Boca Raton, Florida
t-l-tHE ORIGIN of any event or process is not a simple thing, even
I though we can view the concatenation of forces as simple when we
are concerned with the result by itself; but such a view, of an effect with
no consideration of the causes,would be no explanation at all. These
causes, though they all have simultaneous effect in our resultant procedures,must be examined separately for a clear insight into the essential
newnessof our attempt at the Library of Florida Atlantic University, together with a realization of the continuity of our solution with that resulting from the traditional theories of the catalog.
Therefore, before I launch into a full-scale description of our procedures, there are three introductory aspects to be examined, plus a
couple of digressions.
Introduction (a)
The first basic introductory aspect I want to examine is that of the
image, "the bibliographic string." The image implies seriality of elements, a seriality imposed and not necessarily already contained in the
data to be cataloged. (This seriality might be defined as: The making
explicit of what is implicit in the data.) The "string" must be "strung
out" rather than left in its tangled original state: order must be imposed,
and this order is that of the traditional theory of descriptive cataloging.
All cataloging, as it has been developed from the late Renaissanceup to
the most current practices, has been based on some string-concept or
other, that is, on some procrustean order imposed on the data.
And this basic order has had as its natural concomitant the articulation that determined the seriality of the order being imposed. That is, for
there to be order there must be parts contiguous to parts; and for there to
be seriality there must be a pre-determined before and after. The parts
of the bibliographic string can thus be conveniently conceptualized as
"r, 2, 3, - . n-"
Each of these articulations can, in terms of the original figure, be
visualized as a "knot" in the string, as a signal identifiable becauseof a
particular kind of indention, type-face, color, punctuation, or associated
number. In other words, each such "knot" bears a particular tunction,
Library Resources6 Technical Seruices

and these functions are generically and specifically differentiated, and are
recognized without their differentiation being in every case made perfectly explicit. We can think, for instance, of non-filing initial words; our
attempt has been to render each such function entirely explicit.
Introduction (b)
The second basic introductory aspect I want to recount is the historical one. The proximate origin of our ideas and procedures has been the
investigations carried out at the Chicago campus of the University of
Illinois. Among the principal protagonists in that project were C. D.
Gull, Don S. Culbertson, Louis A. Schultheiss,and Edward Heiliger. The
Chicago campus investigation's foremost outcome was the publication
oI Adaanced Data Processingin the Uniuersity Library, the main point of
which (over-simplified, of course) was that computerization of the catalog (and, in the broader view, of the library in large part) was both
possible and (possibly) economical.
Then, during consultations between the F A U (Florida Atlantic
University) staff and Louis Schultheiss, several modifications were arrived at in the provisional design worked out at the Chicago campus. In
particular, it became evident that economy of space was a crucial consideration, and that the serialities traditionally generated in a bibliographic string may be more complex than necessaryfor their proper
Iunctioning. Thereafter, our whole effort was expended to make the
knots in the string both unique and unambiguous, yet to let their position
on the string be flexible enough (a mixed metaphor?) to conserve all the
space that was thought possible,Some of these modes of flexibility will be
more precisely explored later.
Further consultation, this time with Fred Kilgour of the Yale Medical
School Library, resulted (a) in further modifications of our provisional
design, in order to make our system as compatible as practicable with
that of the Columbia-Harvard-Yale Medical School Library project; and
(b) in a large measure of agteement on the limited number of characters
that can, economically and without intellectual loss, produce the catalog
we have come to expect for a respectable research collection. (The print
chain implied in all of this will also be more fully described later).
Ruling over our historical origins, thus, has been cooperation. We
hope that this guiding concept will become that of the computerization
of libraries all over the country.
Introduction (c)
The third basic aspect I want to examine is the theoretic one. We may
say that one of the bisic questions upon which the computerized catalog
(like euery one) is based is: How can the intellectual decisions the cataloger makes become embodied in a catalog? But then we must first ask:
What ls a catalog, as against an inventory? or as against a bibliography?
Let us take a (perhaps illegitimate) shortcut here and not too closely
Volume 9, Number t, Winter t965
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the document in the catalog, but this document is to be entered in the

log-do so implicitly, except where rhere are explicit tracings. And even in
such case,proot-reading of the typecl cards is no guaranteJ at all that the
embodiments are equally correctly typed, or have been filed correcrly.
Correctnessmeans conformity to rule; and the most logical means to
guarantee strict correctnessis to generate all the secondary entries at the
same time that the main entry is generated, rather than all the others

Project, and others).
Digression t

Library Resourcesdy Technical Seruices

article (for instance, Der Mann . . .) o, a filing article in the genitive (for
instance, Der Mdnner . . .); or the Dutch "De," which, though non-filing,
can easily be confused with the Latin preposition "De" which does file.
This sort of ambiguity, the source of filing emors in traditional filing,
could equally become a cause of error in a system relying on tables that
must be used to look up decisions. since irz the combuter there can be no
rliscriminaLionbelueei identicals.It seemsbetter tL us to carry explicitness all the way, to indicate every time, automatically (by "programming
the cataloger") that here "Der" is non-filing, there it is not. The means
by which this is accomplishedwill be examined later.
Digression z
Another digression: the lecture on the I B M Bb7 Data-Collection
circulation systemwill show that becausea processin its traditional shape
is easier to diagram, we cannot immediately conclude that the morecomplex-to-diagram automated system is therefore really more difficult to
handle or to operate. The reason is, once more, that the traditional
systembears along with it all too much implicitness.
Description of the System:Input
And now, to begin to understand our actual cataloging Process at
F A U, let us take the sample Catalog-Input Record and fill it in.
Shown here in Figure "a" is an imaginary title-page. The author is of
course not to be expected to be given in full or in the correct spelling,
but by the aid of reference sources,we determine the correct full form of
his name, and print it into Area ro of Figure "b."* We have encountered
the first instance of the normally-tangled state of the bibliographic string,
upon which we must impose our own order.
The next instance of a tangle to overcome is the title, which (we
shall assume) conflicts with several other editions of the same work; so
we determine its original form from reference sources and print it into
Area zz, surrounding it with brackets and indicating language and version. The publisher's title is then printed into Area 23, excluding extraneous elements, and then the imprint and collation are printed into
Area 3r, in pre-determined rather than given order. Into the imprint
area is also printed the series note, in the form in which it has been
establishedrather than that given.
The applicable subject headings are printed into Area 7o. Then, in
Area 76, we trace the name of the person responsible for the literary shape
of the work. There is no need here for a title-area tracing (as will be explained later), so we print the call-number into Area 8o, and then the
location symbol and modified Luhn-number, which takes the first four
letters of the main entry, three significant letters from the publisher's
* Editor's note: Mr. Perreault presented many detailed figures illustrating the
various steps in preparing information for the computerized catalog; unfortunately
we could not publish them all, but anyone really converting to this form of cataloging
can probably secure copies by writing him directly.
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title, the letter that srands for the month, and the day in that month that
the book is either ordered or cataloged.

translation, a critical edition, and a reprint. We also check 8r:38 because
our examination of the book shows a listing of editions and translations
of the author's works. The book is a reprint by our definitions, so we go
on to column 8z and print in the code number for the reprinting publisher (Musica Press)and the date of the reprinting.

Description of the Sys.tem:Output
Now that you have become somewhat more familiar with the mode of

The main entry, wharever irs rype, is printed into Area ro. If it is a
personal main entry, only the first rwo lines may be used (76 spaces),
and the appropriate check is made in Area 8r (space r). ri'the main
entry is any of the other types, one of the other spacesin Area gr (spaces
z-5) is checked,and the whole Area ro may be filled in.

filing symbol at the beginning of the area) or resumes (if the preceding
non-filing symbol were later than the beginning of the Area)."
The third and fourth lines of Area ro have the same number of spaces
as do the two lines of Area sz. This latter is for the conventional title,
and can
uryd only when the main enrry is personal. (The computer is
_be
informed of this by the check in 8r:r.) Thus, the total numberof spaces
availatrle for main entry plus convenrional title (when present) is rjg.
The title of the work, when it is not supersededby a title main enrry,
Library Resourcesb Technical Seruices
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when the Library of congress has cataloged the work and the printed
card itself cannot be supplied, a xerographic copy of the approPriate
entry in tlne National Uiion Catalog is made through a special mask'
Then the same processis performed as when a card can be supplied'
I)igression 3; The Print Chain
To digress a moment from the process, the basic theory behind the
constructibn of a catalog as such is that it is to provide multiple accessvistas to one document among a great many; it is thus (at least primarily)
a fincling tool. Yet what is being found is bibliographic data, and its organizati6n is along the line of piinciples devised for solving bibliographical problems. Thire are thus poles between which we might well vacillate, or which might €ieneratetension. These poles are (on the one hand)
machine e.ott"-y in its widest sense,and (on the other) "bibliographical
integrity" (a phrase of Fred Kilgour's). Fot our computerization to be a
,.r..i., it musi be economical, it must not cost more per unit of work done
than the traditional processdoes; and its general form must be happily
compatible with the capabilities of computers. For ouf computerization
to bi a successit must also satisfy all of the bibliographic/finding-tool requirements put upon the traditional catalog; we must keep faith with the
clevelopmeni of the tradition of the catalog, from the late Renaissanceup
to vesterdav.
Part of our committment to this tradition is the shape and function of
the large elements of the catalog; but another (and equally crucial) part
is the sltape and function of its smallest elements, the lettels and symbols
available for the embodiment of the intellectual decisions of the cataloger, through the agency of which the user can apprehend the content
oflhe collection and the individuality of the works entered in it'
The letters and symbols available must be various enough to embody
all of the material which a large research collection must contain, that is,
a grear many languages otherlhan English. They must therefore be far
rn6re than the 48-chiracrers normally supplied by I B M. (Indeed, these
research
48 are not even;dequate to catalog an entirely English-language
iollection.) The normal I B M print chain includes no lower-caseletters;
present are only the period, comma, slash, hyphen, equal-sign, apostrosymbols
irhe, parentheses, and plus-sign as punctuation; no diacritical
have
assupplied._We
course
of
are
i." pi.re.tt; numbers (iero-nine)
re-bled a new 8S-chafacterprint chain from the various I B M catalogs,
and with this design have achieved a measure of agreement with the
Medical School Libiaries of Columbia, Harvard, and Yale (a union-catalog project), and with ontario University. These institutions, pllnning
loi iollections of different character from ours, have so far added six
r:haracteis to the original 88; besides, there are plesent on the chain
(which has r2o spacesfor symbols) a variety of sym_bolsfor the use of the
and for scientific-computation use of the computer'
programmers
^
ttt" additions to the 48-character chain therefore are: lower-case
'26
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a-z; the script L; the colon and semi-colon, the underscore, questionmark, square brackets, musical sharp and flat, dollar-sign, asterisk, accenrs
acute, grave, and circumflex, the angstrom, umla,t, tildi, and cedilla.
Description of the system: Retrieval Aspects(Expttnded-coilation
cocre)
To return to our processes:The information printed into Areas gr,
82,-and 85 is not actually part of our conception of a booh-catarog,
but
rather is intended as a meins of document ietrieval.
The basic concept
was arrived at during our consultation with Louis schultheiss
and. went
something like this: when there are genericalry similar
but specifically
difterentiated elements none of which can occur simultaneously,
they
may legitimately be input under a single functional number with
a modifying number used to show the diffeientiation. In particurar,
the main
.uT be either personal, corporate, unilorm, anonymous_classic,
or
:.n,r.y
trtle; each of these could have been allocated a separately-coded
area, but
a great.deal of space would have been invariably reft v;cant,
since onry
one such area could be used.for any particurar work. Again, in
the area
for imprint, etc., there could. be four iolutions: (a) u ,epirut. field.
could
be left for each elemenr (place, publisher, date,'pagination, other
colla_
tional items, series note, etc.) *ith ut least an occasional
instance of
truncation of one or more of these internal elements;
(b) an open-fierd
situa.tion as against the fixed-field arrangement just orrtti.,ea,
;i,h .;;
maximum for the whole area, into whicl each iiem is printed, with
its
own sub-area number; (c).an.open-field situation with a'n
accompanying
field of yes/no checks to indicite rhe characteristics
of the internal elements; and (d) translation of the total verbal contenr of the area
into numeric codes,to be re-translated into verbal output upon print-instruction.
whatever the advantages or disadvantages^ofthe otffer possible solutions, we at F A U have chosen solurion (cl and the accomianying
field
of yes/no checks is what we have expancled into our retrievallcollation
code. rn it are recorded the decisions ir to type of main entry; as
to presence of lu.g: variety of colrational elementi for ako.t,
of learnin-g re1
sources (not books alone), for descriptions of the work in terms
oI' its
literary origin and-provenance; and for encoding the numericar
codes
ror rmprlnt retrreval.
with this device we can retrieve the relatively few documents
which
have a.,large variety of desired characteristi., *ury
of which wourd. not
through,el/en the most thoroughgoing rraditionat cataloging.
::-":::ii:i.
-For
rnstance, we could extract a list (of either call-numbers
or the -hoi'.
catalog enrry) of those works bearin
large number, for instance ,,A', or .,
besidesspecifying that we wanr onl)
or crtles, country or countries, betwr
a-nd a bibliography that goes beyon<
illustrative materials. Except for th
such criterion is all too much for a traditional library;
we propose ro
Volume 9, Number t, Winter t965

perform such searcheson a more or less routine basis (though .to do so
economically we must use batch-processingor random-accessdevices).
Work, FIow
Let us now follow the outlines of the work flow. The card accomPany-

operation by filling in the numerical codes for city, country, and publiiher, and prepare subject-authority references whenever the need for
new ones arises.

.28
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for serial main entries), it is preceded by the equal-sign, which gives the
write instruction, "Take the series note, followed by Areas ro, 22, zZ,
ZL
(without the note being traced), and 8o to the title tape." If the series
note to be traced is unavoidably in author-title form, it is preceded by the
per-cent. sign, which gives the write instruction, "Take the series note

generates a separate write instruction, "Take this segment of Area
7o,
followed by Areas ro,22,2g, Zr, and 8o, to the subjecr tape." If the work
is autobiographical, the number "ro" in Area 7o as a separate segment
generatesa write instruction to use the data in Area ro twice, first as subject and then as author.
The manipulations performed on the data in Areas 70 and 78 is
similar to that done in Area 7o, except that the destination of the secondary entry is in each case a different tape. Shorthand like the use of "ro"
in Area 7o is used here whenever possible to make operation and input
equally economical.
Filing Rules
The three tapes from which to print the catalog have been thus generated as automatically as practicable from the one block of "official't in-

Our order of collation, on the contrary, is set up thus: double-blank,
single-blank, A through Z, zero through nine. Double-blanks are generVolume 9, Number r, Winter t955
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ated by a period, comma, parenthesis,or bracket standing next to a singleblank. Thus "London, Jack" would come before "London during the
great fire," which in turn would come before "London's historic houses."
A collation sequence which ignored all punctuation would instead file
these three entries "London during the great fire," "London, Jack," and
"London's historic houses." Our order of titular names will be strictly in
accordance with the symbols used, so that "John, duhe o'f Gaunt" will
eome before "John, King of England," and "Charles Il, King of England"
would come (probably) directly before "Charles lI, King of Framce,"
with both Charles I's preceding them, rather than the traditional antisymbolic order.
Worh Flow: Summary r
As a first summary of the flow of the material, observe the outline
(figure d) showing that the data is input by a cataloger onto InputRecord Forms, keypunched into decks of cards, read onto a random-order
master tape, distributed onto the three catalog-production tapes by the
functional numbers, sorted one at a time, and printed on the I B M r4o3
printer with its new 88-characterchain. It is then reduced by a camera to
a size easier to use than the huge full-size I B M sheets,and again printed
(in multiple copies) on an ofiset press.
Control Documents
But into this complicated but straightforward process must be introduced the controls necessary to lead the user from subject to subject,
from variant author to established author, and from variant titles to
conventional title. These controls must also keep the cataloger from
accidentally using any of the variant forms that are supposed to be replaced by established forms.
There have been established, therefore, four types of control documents.
Type r is used to refer from variant to established subject (x-references and their inversions, see-references),and from one subject to
related subjects (sa-references).The information input here generates
referencesonly in the actual book-catalog, since we have in the L C Subiect Guide a record of our decisions.
Type z is used to refer from variant authors to established ones, from
variant title-for-rn series to established author-title-form series,lrom titleposition anonymous classicsto author-position ones, and of coutse from
author to author as sa-references.These referencesare printed out in the
book-catalog but also generate a booklet for the cataloger listing all
variants under their established forms, plus each of the variants referring
to the established fornrs.
Typ" g is used to refer from variant titles to established ones, from
variant author-title-form series to established title-form series, and from
title to title as sa-references.These referencesare like Type z in that they
.30
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print out both in the book-catalog as see-references
and form an authority
file for the cataloger containing si, x-, and see-references.
Typ. 4 is used for reference from variant titles of a single work to a
conventionalized form. rt also carries standard subject-headings for that
work, which generate blanket references in the subject catalog to the
appropriate places in the author and title catalogs where all the editions
will be found.
Each of these types of control documents (except Type r) thus serves
a double function: they create a computer-assimilable record of a decision for the use of the cataloger, and'a guide for the user to the right
place to find what he is after-all automatically from the very document
on which the cataloger records his decision.
Work FIow: Summary z (with Controls)
It can be seen, then, that before the computer-print step in our earlier
flow of materials can be made, we must merge in these separately-produced control tapes. The author-catalog printing then results from the
sort of parallel flow shown in figure e. There is, of course, a similar
operation in parallel for the production of each of the other tapes
(figure f).
Conclusion

(rather than saving information just for its own sake, never to be accessible in any truly helpful way).
Traditionally, what we want in a library catalog is accurate information handily arranged and pleasantly intelligible, capable of flexibility
to harmonize with each sort of document, and able to be kept almost
instantaneously current. The card-catalog does these things, sometimes,
or at least some of them. The book-catalog does them, too, and opens the
way to new and challengingly promising funcrions. And (we Jincerely
believe) it can even beat the card-catalog on its own field, in almost all
of the areas of comparison: accutacy,handiness, intelligibility, flexibility,
currency.
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and Indexing,
AutomaticClassification

for Libraries?Doneln V. Br-ecr
Consultant on Automation and
Inf ormation Science,The LibrarY
Uniaersity of California, Los Angeles

tTtHE TITLE of this paper ends with a question mark to indicate that
I am not suggesting that automatic classification and indexing is a
I
accompli.
Probably I will raise more questions than I answer.
fait
The first thing that any speaker ought to do is to be sure that his
audience understands the title of his talk. There is a certain amount of
imprecision in my title today, and I am going to exploit this by making
up a definition to suit my purposes.I plan to use the two terms "classification" and "indexing" somewhat interchangeably, contrary to normal
library practice. For one ("classification") means the placing of written
works, of whatever nature, into subject classes,whether or not these sub'
ject classeshave any systematic order, i.e., generic-specificrelationships.
By "indexing" I mean the assignment of subject tenns to any kind of written material. Notice the difierence. "Classification" is concerned with subject headings, and "indexing" is concerned with subject ternxs. What I
intend to do, then, is to use the word "classification" in dealing with
typical library-type materials. These would be conventional books and
other printed materials, which would normally go into a library of the
raditional type. "Indexing" I intend to use in connection with the type of
printed materials we now tend to call "technical report literature," or
other such written communications, which are not so widely held in
conventional libraries and for which subject headings in the usual, traditional library practice are very rarely used. Now, in my opinion, the
methods which I intend to discussare the same for both automatic classification and automatic indexing. Thus, it is of relatively small importance
whether at one moment I talk about classification or about indexing,
since the processeswhich I am going to discussare equally applicable to
the one or to the other, in my opinion.
At this point, it is perhaps useful that I should explain my personal
philosophy of librarianship. There seem to be, currently, two camPs
* Opinions stated herein are those of the author and do not necessarily represent
those of the UCLA Library Administration. Mr. Black is now Head, Technical Services,
University of California, Santa Cruz.
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among librarians. One is perhaps best characterized as being completely
bedazzled by the glittering chrome on the computing machinery: the
flashing lights, the whirling tapes, the stream of punched cards flowing
in and out, etc. The other camp is frequently characterized as hiding
behind a wall built of moldy, old tomes, where their councils meet to
decry the advent of mechanization and to pass from hand to hand a
favorite volume, so that all may feel the pages,admire the binding, smell
the ink on the page. From time to time, one of their number will mount
a stack of books to look over the battlements, to view the advancing
column of computers, and to shout imprecations against those who seem
to be guiding the oncorning machines. Librarians seem to regard the
computer as either an instrument for their oppression or as one for their
liberation. Now, I have never cared for any system of logic which allows
for only two states.Thus, I hope that I am representative of some third
school, or middle ground, or what you will, which can see the computeror any device for the mechanization of processes-as a liberating instrument on one hand, as well as an instrument for oppression on the other,
and can, hopefully, maximize the liberation and minimize any oppression. This is a tall order for anyone, and I am not sure that I am man
enough to do anything to further this somewhat pious hope. The situation, though, is often not as bad as it seems.What may seem to be oppression may be, in reality, liberation, if we are but honest with ourselves.
Now, to the actual discussion at hand. Probably the first hint of a
system of autornatic classification or indexing was contained in an article
by H. P. Luhn in the IBM .lournal of Research and Deaelopment,
October rgb7.10This was entitlecl "A StatisticalApproach to Mechanized
Encodins and Searching of Literary Information." Luhn followed this
germinal article by many more over the years in one place or another;
however, his basic technique of usin6;statistical methods did not change.e
He is responsible, however, for the modern day technique of permutation
indexing, although it was a librarian, Crestadoro, who first suggestedthis
back in the rgth century.3 Evidently the basic idea of Key-Word-In-Context, as the permutation indexing systemshave becorne known, occurred
to a number of individuals at about the same time. At least one of them,
Herbert Ohlman, then of the System Development Corporation, was
aware of Crestadoro's initial idea behind the permutation indexing technique. Evidently Luhn, however, was not aware of any predecessorin this
area, and to him and the IBM Corporation must go full credit for
developing the KWIC systeminto what it has become today.
Phyllis tsaxendale, also of IBM, suggested2some techniques which
could produce an automatic index of journal articles, provided that the
complete text were available for machine input. These difiered from
Luhn's techniques in kreing based on the prepositional phase rather than
a statisticalcount of the freouencvof words used.
Both of these systems,ieveloped by IBM personnel, can be categorized as, basically, operating on the materials at hand, without a large
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body o{ computer-stored information to aid them. The Key-Word-InContext System and also Baxendale's "phlase system" both operate using
a relatively small store of words in computer memory. In the KWIC
system, the only words which must be stored are those which are deemed
non-significant and which will not be used as key words. In the Baxendale system, the only words which need to be stored are the prepositions
and all words which are to be excluded from further consideration.
Obviously, what I am saying here is an over-simplication, and I trust
that the experts will not take me to task for neglecting to mention some
of the finer points. Flowever, it does not seem necessary,in this sort of
introductory discussion, to go into these details. Furthermore, I am personally of the opinion that the Key-Word-In-Context approach has been
developed about as far as it can go, and that while it can, indeed, be useful in many library functions (which I will not discuss further here) we
can look to it for no more new or startling developments, and its future
exploitation will bring us no nearer our far-distant goal of perfect control
over printed materials.
The next point in our history which I want to discussis the article by
Don R. Swanson in the October zr, 196o issue of Science2owhich was
entitled "Searching Natural Language Text by Computer." This article
reported on work which began considerably before the date of publication and was carried on for some time thereafter. Before proceeding, I
want to make it clear that I consider myself a disciple of Swanson. I
worked on this early project with Dr. Swanson and others, and very
recently I have tried to implement a systemwhich is based upon his ideas.
For those of you who are not familiar with this early experiment,
perhaps it would be worthwhile briefly to recapitulate it, since it does
form the basis for what I believe to be a workable system of automatic
classification and/or indexing. This early experiment by Swanson pitted
human indexing and retrieval against machine retrieval, using material in
nuclear physics as an experimental library. Note that there was, initially,
no special attempt to produce indexing or classification by means of the
computer in this first experiment. The computer was to have available to
it the full text of the experimental library. Thus, it was felt that no indexing, as such, was necessary.
A group of individuals, all of whom held Ph.D. degrees in nuclear
physics, was assigned a number of issuesof the journal Physical Reaiew
which was to form the experimental library. There were 96 articles in the
field of low-energy nuclear physics which were used as the primary experimental body of materials. Each physicist produced a series of questions which were made up from the articles which he was assigned to
read. These were examination type questions. I will quote one or two of
them here for illustration. For example, "What is the best available value
for the electric quadrupole moment of the deuteron?" Another: "What
nuclear reactions are sensitive to the spin and parity of mesons,and hence
are useful in measuring those quantities?" One last example: "Are
Volume 9, Number t, Winter 1965
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bevatron neutron beams monoenergetic?" The articles which elicited
thesequestions were termed "source articles."
The entire group of physicists then examined the experimental library
with all the questions in hand, and decided which articles had pertinence
to each question. This pertinence was rated on a scale of one to ten.
(There is a technical difference between pertinence and relevance, which
it does not seem necessaryto observe here. Sufficeit to say that sometimes
an item may be relevant but not pertinent. Ingenious readers can construct their own examples.) In the first experiment, a completely separate
group of nuclear physics articles, taken from Physical Reaiew and some
other physics journals, was examined, and on the basis of this a system of
subject headings was created. This was not a classedsystem but followed
(more or less)Cutter's rules for alphabetic subject headings.a
It must be emphasized that the questions which were to be asked of
the system as a test of retrieval effectivenesswere not used in preparing
the initial subject heading list. In this respect, the experiment certainly
follows normal library practice. That is, the catalogershave no idea who
is going to use the products of their efforts, how these patrons will approach the catalog, or in what way they will express their needs and
wants. There is some question, of course, whether or not these exam-type
questions would ever be asked of an information systemin the real world.
Personally, I do not think so, although there may be a small percentage
of the total list of questions which could occur in a real-life situation.
The reasoning behind this experiment was that if the computer had
the complete text available to it, no classification or indexing would be
necessaryfor the documents; and that the computer, having the full text
available to it for search, could retrieve material more successfullythan
a human who would have only a catalog to search. As you know, this
hypothesis was tested, and under the conditions of the experiment it was
found to be true. The human retrievers found only a fraction of the
material which the computer was able to retrieve. Interestingly enough,
it was also discovered that neither system, either separately or jointly,
retrieved every document known to be pertinent to a given test question.
The group of people who actually performed the retrieval experiments
was non-homogeneous.There were mathematicians, physicists, computer
personnel, and librarians. None of these people had seen the test questions prior to performing the retrieval experiments; they were not informed of the results until after their work had been done.
At the end of the first experiments, the results looked something like
this: For the conventional subject heading search, of the maximum
percentage of source documents (those documents which elicited the
questions in the first place) the maximum percentage retrieved was g6/o.
The best computer search retrieved 84/o of the source documents. For
each question, t}:.eaverage number of relevant documents known to be
in the experimental library was 6.9, and the average number retrieved in
the conventional search was 1.2. while the number of irrelevant docu-
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ments retrieved averaged 2.6. (See Table I.) Thus, for approximately
every one relevant document that was retrieved, two irrelevant documents were retrieved in this conventional subject heading search. (N. B.
All figures exclude the source documents, except where they are specifically mentioned.) Results of this first experiment were reported in the
above mentioned article but no widely-available report, at least in the
library literature, was made on the second phase of the studies.2l
One of the criticisms of the first study was that the conventional subject headings had been made up without any idea of even the type oI
question that might be asked. Therefore, in the second phase the entire
list of questions was reviewed, and new subject headings were created.
Then the entire experimental library was re-indexed using the new list
RE'r'RTEVALRESULTS Tu*"ttuulR p Hysrcs LITERA T uRE
SEARCH
OF HUMAN"* SEARCH VS. COMPUTER

A COMPARISON

TITLE

R=
I=
SD:
C=
C/:
A:
T:
NLS-

VS.

SEARCH

Number of relevant documents retrieved
Number of irrelevant documents retrieved
Source Documents retrieved
Conventional search, Phase I
Conventional search, Phase II
Computer search aided by Thesaurus
Title search
Computer s€arch with cutoff to retrieve rooa/o of Source Documents

Note: all results are averages per question
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of subject headings. There was considerable time span involved in these
activities, so that probably there was very little, if any, carry-over from
one experiment to another. Also, the indexer was not a physicist, and
thus little carry-over normally would be found.
On the basis of the second experiment, it was discovered that the
review of the materials had improved the retrieval efiectivenessin that
an average of r.3 relevant documents-as opposed to r.5 irrevelent documents-was found for each question; and the number of source documents retrieved improved also ro b47o as opposed to g6/o in the first
experiment. The magnitude of the improvement is really most noted in
the fact that the number of irrelevent documents per relevant document
was reduced by So7o, approximately, although the actual number of
relevant documents retrieved was not increased in any significant degree.
By allowing more irrelevant retrieval, the retrieval effectivenessof the
conventional search was improved up to a maximum percentage of g6lo
of the relevant information known to be available in the library, and
88lo of the source documents. At the same time, however, the percentage
of irrelevent retrieval wenr up ftom 54/o to 777o.For the compurer ro
retrieve rco/o of the source documents, it was necessarythat 6z/o irrelevant material be retrieved, and an overall total of only gg/o of relevant
information known to be in the library was obtained. As you see, even
the computer wasn't too successlul!
At a subsequent period, the titles of the arricles in the test "library"
were reviewed, and retrieval effectivenessof the titles alone was tested
against the questions. It was found that the titles alone retrieved ggTo ol
the source documents. llowever, since these source documents had suggested the questions to begin with, the language of the title may well have
had some bearing on the language used to form the question. Thus,
source document retrieval was not considered as indicative of the effectiveness of titles in this respect. However, the titles alone did produce
gglo rclevant retrieval* (non-source documents) at a penalty of only
Solo inelevant retrieval.** We will have more to say about the titles
presently.
The members of Group Two, mentioned above, performed retrieval
experiments on the Experimental Library. All the members of this group,
except the librarian, constructed search questions which were presented
to the computer. The first experiment depended solely on the knowledge
of physics of the men involved and in their knowledge of the manipulation of retrieval questions within the computer.
Using the full text of the Experimental Library, a "Thesaurus" was
constructed by the computer which sought to link together synonyms,
near synonyms, word associations,etc., which might be of aid to the retrievers in their experiment. This was produced in printout form on the
computer and was available to each individual for the second retrieval
* That is,
$V. of the known relevant documents were retrieved.
** That is,
5o/" of the documents retrieved were judged irrelevant.
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,.rheading
synonymous equivalents which one wbuld find in a subject
heading
subject
in
a
listed
as
u;trroiity file: e.g., the term NUCLEONS
A term
PHYSICS)."
(NUCLEAR
authority might iuy "t". PARTICLES
In
"see
RADIATION."
show
might
TRANSFER
such as h-efie1.ffiE
"congress"
and
"conference"
as
such
equivalents
are
there
addition,
which, for all practical prr.p-ot.t, mean the same thing in most printed
s clearly equivalent to the two-term
:h is a Pari of a form subdivision' A
: enginier" can be considered to be

or
JH'${ftL'men
il
Th'ifi;f journal articles. Sub-

The other studies of titles wele concelned witi
bstracts for journals difier, in many
I used in an academic library' For
:adings used in library catalogs, and
lical indexing. DISSERTATIONS,
ed by the institution and the depart-

ment,andthesubdivisionssuchasADDRESSES,ESSAYS'ANDLECTURESorCoLLECTEDwoRKSareexamplesofheadingsusedat
or
UCLA. These are all commonly found in regular library cataloging
proof
problem
the
of
part
a
classification, but they are not generally
cataducing subject indexes to journal articles. Another phase.of-library
the.corporate
is
journal
index
normal
the
foundin
not
is
loging"whiin
author. In some cases,the combination of corporate author and title may
of
well indicate something of significance in the automatic production
vacon
a
conJerente
of
proceedings.
the
subject headings' For &ample,
uum technology would form a corporate entry in a regular library cata"Transactions,"
log, and the tiiie alone, which miglit be "Proceedings" or
Ilowever' the
system'
n#mally would be meaninglessln an- automatic
be used to inwell
could
title
combination of the .otporuft author plus
VACUUM-CONGRESSES'
case
in
t[is
heading,
dicate the exact subjeci
which is given to such material.
In tible II, materials are divided into five classes.The first class
(Equal) is made up of items for which words in the title were exactly
-ut.nea by the subject headings chosen by the cataloger, or were con.eptrrulty equivaleni (as defined above) to the subject heading or headto
ings .hosen.'In many casesthere were multiple subject headings, and
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be included in this c]ass,all subject headings had to be matched exactly
by words in the title.
The second cateogry of rable rr is No Match, which is used for those
title-subject_heading pairs which are not crearry enough connecred, so
that a-simple processutilizing computer look-up in a m"achine thesaurus
probably could never produce automatic subject headings assignments.
TABLE II
A Comparison of Book Titles and Subject Headings,
Taken from a rz-Month period of Acquisitions for
the Physics Library of the lJniversity of California, Los Angeles.

r96r-62
Categoryt
r. Exact or equivalent
2, No match
3. Probable match . . .
4. Specialproblems ...
..
5. No headings

Number of Titles
r47

...

/o of Totalz
36

t5r
19

5
7

Total number of Titles .. .. . ..
4ro
1 For explanation of
categories, see discussion in text.
2 Percentage figures
are rounded off.

The third caregory is Probable Match, which is used to indicate that:
(r) either the subject headings actually assigned are not exact matches,
but are still_probably "conceptually equival"'trt"; o. (z) that where there
were multiple-subject headings assignedto a given title, only one or rwo,
but not all, of the headings matched. Many olf the items in'this caregory
actually had perfect matches of perhaps one or two subject headings."yei
there were more subject headings assigned, and the remainder did not
contain matching words or matchfng coicepts.
The two final caregori.esare reaily eq,.ivalent to the second type, that
is, No Match. I have arbitrarily divicled these rr,r,ointo (a) S,beciil problems, and (S) No Assignment Made. Speciat problems indicates items
which were too difficult co-nceivablyto be assignedby machine processes
but which had elements of further interest in ihem for detailed analysis.
Let us consider the title "statistical rheory and Methodology in
Engineering." This tirle was given two headingsl' (r)
Ii:l11_lld
MATHEMATICAL
STATISTICS, ancl (:) EXPERIMENTAL
DESIGN. Now a knowledgeable human can see easily the relationship between these subject headings and the words in the title; yet looking at
this from the other side, it seemsdoubrful that even a very knowleageilte
human would have been willing to suggest these two assignmentswithout,.atleast, looking a.little further than just the title. At iny rate, these
particular items were interesting enough 1o -e to be put inio a special
category for further study and analvsis.
T!. final group, those with "No Headings Assigned," are all disserta.
tions for the doctoral degree in physics. Each of theie was assigneda form
heading, i.e., DISSERTATIONS, ACADEMIC-UCLA_PHySICS
bv
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the Physics Library for purposes of
r date. These items were all so diffiheadings were assignedbY the time
= New Booklists' Subsequently' they
ng, but the headings given were not
'of Cottgtets or the UCLA Catalognot
;ned in the PhYsicsLibrarY-and

3ll.'lil"*li,,,o*
fi:"iiTli*ff

we are attemptstands?We must ask ourselves,first of all, what is it that
to-Produce
attempting
are
We
index?
or
classify
we
when
ing to produce
We must
knowledge'
a product which is a representation of a body of
we
cannot
may-be'.since
it
haie this representation,^abbreviated though
of
course,
latter,
This
collections.
in
our
examine eaih and every item
wouldbetheonlysurewayofdeterminingwhetherornoteachandevery
given individdocument did or did not contain something relevant to-a
of books
ul
collection
p"ttot
ual,s need for information. Even in one's o*tt
time
every
item
every
and
examine
una lo.r.rruts, it is not possible to
-each
the
for
are
products
our
Thus,
knowledge'
bia
of
one neeclsto find .o,,'i
collections'
our
library
of
repreientution
presenting
a
searchable
Durposeoi
been perfoi:med to indicare that any sy-stemof
"--f;;;;h'."."ur.h'hu,
retrieval' whatever'
subject lieaclings, coorclinate index terrns, machine
in
order to eliminate
narrower'
specifications
which continuiily makes its
irrelevantmaterial,willberrrb;".ttotheerlorofover-specification.This
extelt' to be
error will cause relevant material , to a greater or lesser-

then,isrzottonn#,:::Tii;,-Jil[Jlili,ili"l;
rhe probrem,
missecr.

I given collection' For such a solution
:am. Rather, our goals should be to
ize irrelevant retrieval and maximize
.tent practical. The emphasis should
be on the word practical in all cases'
of
Actually, we are oPeratrng very- much in the dark' lustification
how
can
but
ultimitely bJbased. on successfulretrieval,
urryryr,"-'-ust
which is in
any
,.,1."r, be evaluated within an existing collection of
-size
in
evaluated
be
only
can
Success
on a daily basis? It cannot:
;;;;.;
s
a
is,
that
terms of a closed system,
available of the entire contents of tl
made of various techniques. And, uI
ing whether we have retrieved all
reil situation. It is impossible to knc
with every item in a collection'
in automatic
We might now ask, why should anyone be interested
many,
For
example,
reasons.
classificatiJn and indexing? There are many
This
many libraries have large arrearages in their catalog departments.
to
procatalogers
enough
."orrid seem to indicate"that they do not have
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cessthe materials which are coming into the system.Also, in all systems
utilizing human beings as classifiersand indexers, the successwith which

Experiments have been performed that seem to show that automatic
indexing or classification can produce usabre, reliable, and, above all,
practical results, provided that some measure of machine readable and
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individuals; (z) their knowledge of the system by which they.will index'
i.e., the ,yrt"- of classificatioi or subject headings; (3) quality of their
coordinalion and auditing of their work'
training;'and (4) continuing-only
one of the above four items is a factor,
system,
In i mechanized
auditing of the sy_stem-peftormance.
and
coordination
the
continuing
i.e.
The other three fictors are taken care of once and for all at the beginning,
during the establishment of the sysrem.subject heading authority guides,
the kriowledge of many individuais, cross references, etc., can all be placed
and the system tested again and again, each time
in a machini -"-ory,
perfecting it a little ,rro.", ,o that ultimately a practic^l Y:t:t is obtained'
To coiclude, I should like to summarize a systemwhich I believe can
t:
depends on
be used to provide automatic classification and indexing
I!
input is as
readable
machine
as
add
would
more than iitles alone. What I
itself
(if any);
book
the
in
c6ntained
an
index
contents;
of
follows: table
infoductory paragraphs which describe the contents of the book; a short
indicative u'btttu.i lwhere available) would also be useful. Such material
could be put into machine readable form (where-it is not now available)
by clericai personnel, following a consistent set of rules as to the elements
oi the mateiials to be used u.td itt what order they are to be followed'
This system works by means of a machine thesaurus which contains a
vocabulariy of words weighted for retrieval importance. The cornputer
looks up in the thesaurus"everyword and contiguous _word pair of each
sentenc; of input. (In this sentence contiguous word- pairs would be:
"every word," ;'.otttignons word," "wo d pair," etc) The thesaurus contains cross referencei and all words are grouped into synonl'rn classes.
The computer keeps track of the location-of eich word, and thus proximity and pairing fictors can be calculated. (Pairing factors refer to combinitions bf *oiat which make up subject concepts. For example, -the
terms nuclear, power, and propulsion when joined togeth-er as in nuclear
power, or nuclbar propulsion, mean something quite different fto'' nu'
clear alone,power alone, and propulsion alone.)
Weights'and pairing factors ite pnt into the thesaurus by knowledgeable htiman beings. That is, certain words in certain subjects are more
important than oiher words. This is readily recognized' Thus, in determing subject headings, weights and pairing fac-to's are very important'
Uut ihey are created, for storagein the thesaurus,by humans'
For each subject to be included in the automatic system, a seParate
thesaurus must 6e constfucted. This is similar to creating a special subject heading list for any given subject. As a matter of fact, subject heading lists pro'vide u good basis for the beginning of a the-saurus.Ilowever,
it i. ,rrggerted that"processing of nut.rtul language text. from various subject diilplir.r
,,'uy^well provide new terms not now in existing subject
heading lists.
ThJ whole process is perfected by running it parallel with human
classifiersand indexers through a pilot period when both systemsprocess
the same materials. As machine errors are discovered, it is hoped com.50
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Puter programming rules can be modified and changes made in the
thesaurus so that the next trial, using difierent materiall will then result
in a better process.This can be con"tinued for a considerable length
of
time, ultimately, one would. expect, resulting in a practical michine
systemfor classification and indexing.
It is not clear, at this
-point, h-ow much machine-readable input is
necessary to produce usable automatic classification and indexini. W.
have mentioned the numerous tests and experiments which looked at
titles alone as rhe potential machine input. rt would seem rhat titles alone
are.not
91ough, but how much more we must have in each and every
subject discipline which is covered by a large academic library,
no one
Actually, no one can really say how much is needed in any subject
:1".tul.
discipline at the present time, arthough one has reason to believe
that in
tne screncesit may be that, with carefully constructed titles,
very little
more than the titles and the table of contents would be adequate. This,
of
'
course,would mean that the input costscould be quite low.
certainly, the categorizing bf printed materiails is a profound matrer.
_,
o",. is suggesting seriously thai all humans will be reiegated to a stare
Y
of
bystanding. There are obviously many, many b6oks and other
.useless
printed materials which are exceedingry difficult to clissify or index becauseof their esoteric con-tentsor the opacity of their writing. rn a system
utilizing automatic indexing or classifying, tir.t. will always"bea need.for
knowledgeable humans to take the difficilt materials whiih the machine
is unable to deal with. Rather than making catalogers feel inferior to a
machine, if they are given only the most difficult riaterials to catarog, it
should make them feel superior since the machine processcannot do the
job.
frow close are we now to an automatic system?Not many months ago
D. C., firm, Information Systems, Inc., announced the
" Yu_tljlgron,
availability of a system of automatic caraloging and classification
em_
ploying the rBM r4ro computer. I have r.."" i sampre output of this
process,and it appearsquite usable.
rf we are truly interested in better and better librarv svstemsro serve
our varied clientele more usefully, and if a machine system of cataloging,
classification, and indexing can make a library more usabre, then no
one
should oppose it. rf a machine system cannoi do this, then it shourd be
discardfd. At this point we do not know which will prove superior, but
^
we ought not to baseour decision solely on obvious cosi factors.
I suspect that there are some who will label me a misanthrope. r shall
_
deny
a_teoug! I must confess that there are certain properties of
.that,
machines which r find appealing. Machines believe enerything one tells
them, literally. They never miiinrerprer one's meaning. Tf,ey rarely
gossip, nor do they impute sinister moiines to one's every iction or word.
Let me hasten to add that I do not wish to imply that irumans do those
things either. But they possessthe means to do^so, and machines d.o not.
I suppose that the moral of this tale is that, if you have anv choice in the
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machines for
matter, you should choose humans for your friends and
your enemies.
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ComputerizedSerialRecords
Don S. Curnrnrsorl
Librarian lor Research and Deuelopment
Colorado State U niaersit^,tLibraries
Fort Collini, Colorado
SPENT
a week looking for a srory concerning a humorous
f
^OVER
I aspect of serials, b.t I finally came to the conclusion that serials
aren't funny. I think most librarians will agreewith me.
A friend of mine who sells .o-p.,t..,
was once talking of the "good
old days" in his salescareer when hi sold encyclopediasdo"or to door. He
then made a sale, delivered the ser of books, pocketed his commission,
and never saw the customer again. Now, as a computer salesman,he had
to work with the cusromer's employees after the sale so they would be
trained before the machine was installed. He had to see rhat ihey got on
on the right foot after delivery time. He had to keep training new customers' employees. He had to keep soft-ware up-to-daie even in out-of-date
computers. He said that acquiring a customer now meant that he would.
become that customer'snursimaid for life.
A similar situation exists in libraries in considering monographs and
serials.A^monograph is a one shot deal. someone wantia particular item,
we-identify it, put it on order, catalog it after it arrives, and then, as far as
technical processesis concernecl,forgJt it.
serials, of course, are like the computer. once a serial title is on order,
we become its slave. Even at the timl of initial order we have to
decide
whether to start with the current issue or the first iss'e of the current
volume. Do we want backfiles at once? Later? Do we want microfilm
or
the original paper? Once.the thing arrives, then binding rears its
ugly
head- Every year subscriptibn renewals have to be made. dhu.rg., in tiile
and in frequency, mergers and splits, non-arrivals and subsequ"entcraims
have to be watched for like a hawi<looking for his lunch.
Serialsare just a messl
troblems that some sort of systemaerials. In Joe Becker's recent article
ers the history of serials record keepand a lot of wishful thinkers. serials
record.keeping stopped at the Kardex or Acme type file in either
a centralized or non-cenrralized system. The usefulness'bf these files is usually
dictated b-y their size.A small file of, say, Iessthan r,ooo ritles, usually has
all the information about each of the titles located on one record. check* B_ecker'
Joseph. "Data processing Equipment
_
Record." ALA Bulletin, 58:557-56o.
June, i964.
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and sometimes by the season.We can carry this through to the newspaper
which is issued everyday of the year without fail. Assumed regularity
means actually any possible combination of months, weeks, and days.
Some kind oI a formula can now be set up so that pecularities of any
serial arrival can be represented with a short understandable notation.
This notation of frequency would not do a clerk much good, for a
quick glance at the check-in record or possibly even the piece itself would
tell her as much in less time. However, this short notation can be punched
into paper tape or into a tabulating card with other similar notations
concerning payment, subscription, binding, holdings, and claiming procedures. These notations can then be sorted and compared in many different ways, so that one particular serial with certain attributes or all
serialswith common characteristicscan be noted.
One very interesting application of this nature is being used at the
University of lllinois, Chicago Undergraduate Division Library. While
it is a non-computerized application, I would like to describe it briefly because I think that any library which had accessro a card punch and a
sorter could benefit from it.
The original purpose of this file was ro gather information about the
serial titles that was not listed in the Serials Record. As the record was not
a centralized one, although it was called a Central Serials Record, it was
felt that some kind of intermediate record was necessary.The intermediate record was originally organized around one punched card for each
title. An abbreviated title was selected using a small set of abbreviations
limited to 95 chatacters. An eight-character sequence number was also
assigned.All titles could then be put into alphabetical order by sorting
on this number only.
One column was devoted to method of acquisition. A one cod.e
punched in this column meant that the title came as the result of a membership. A two meant subscription, a three was standing order, and so
forth. Two columns were devoted to source of acquisition, and one
column each was devoted to the month in which the volume number
changed, the month the index was published, the month binding was
picked up, the year the item was bound, the method of index arrival, the
shelving location, the type of binding, and a code denoting dead titles or
items not checked in.
The file was used as follows: everything that was known about a
serial title was assumed to be in the serials record. All this information
was punched into the card. If it turned out that the month the index was
published was not in the record, then the column was left blank. Later
the whole file was sorted on this particular column. The items which had
been left blank would drop out in the reject pocket of the sorter. These
cards would then be taken to the shelves and checked against the actual
periodicals or they could be checked against Ulrich's or other serial
bibliographic sources. In this way the information in the serial record
was completed.
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Louis Schultheiss, who thought up this whole idea in the first place,
now realized that he had all kinds of valuable information captured in a
machine-readable form. why not get some immediate use out of it? The
file could be run through the sor6r, and the cards for the serials which
have indexes which should have arrivecl during the month dropped out'
A quick check against the receipt file or the file drawer where the indexes
u..'u.trrully rtoid would show which ones had arrived and which ones
should be claimed.
or the file could be sorred on the column denoting month to be sent
to the bindery. Only the items to be sent this month would be dropped
out with rhe rest of ihe file left in order. The cards for the items to be sent
during the month can then be sorted again_on the column showing
shelving location. It would be simple then to hand a clerk a bundle of
cards aiid tell him to go ro the Relerence Department and take. the last
volume off the shelf ind PrePare it for the bindety' He co-uld do the
same with the bundles of cirdi for serials shelved in all other locations in
the library.
These are but two examples of how useful a punched card serials file
would be to any sized library. Every librarian should be able to think up
many other applications. *
Xow, wtty ihis long-windecl description of a non-computerized serials
record when this talk*has been billed as one dealing with computerized
serials records?First, the type of work involved prior to the application is
the same in both cases.that for the computerized record has greater
scope, and ir must be absolutely complete before any of it is useful.
SeJond, the type of applications are the same, although those which are
computerized'ian be of much greater variety and of infinitely greater sophis?ication. Third, the goals are essentially the same: better service to
library users for lesscost.
Let us take a look at three typical computer applications to serials
problems of libraries. The first is iholdings list. These lists h_avebecome
i"ry pop.ttur as serials records have become both more complex and less
u.."rrini" to the public' They can range all the way from very restricted
one line per title lists to cornplete ones which have as much information
for each it".r, u, a library cataiog entry. Once the decision to make such a
list as this has been made, the scopeof the list has to be decided. I believe
that this is the most difficult part of the whole pfocedure. The_librarian's
definition of what constitutes^a serial must be brought out and re-argued'
Should duplicate copies be listed or only the most complete one? What
document serials?Are continuations fair p;amefor the
about p;oroelrnment
listi Wlll dead titles be included, or is this for live ones only? Is a distinction going to be macle berween a serial which died and one which the
libraiy m"erely stoppecl subscribing to? In other words, where you draw
the line is up to you.
* Mr. Schultheiss has prepared a detailed account of this process as w-ell as its comLRTS.
puterized sequel. This papei will be published in a forthcoming issue of
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once the scope of the list has been decided to everyone's satisfaction,
then the form of rhe individual parrs of the list can be made. Is the title
going to be complete in every .ir" o, abbreviated in some cases?If it is
to be abbreviated, then how short should the abbreviation be? The library of the University of california ar san Diego limits its short title to
z8 spaces.The University of Illinois at Urbana limits that one to
569
characters or complete title for all practical purposes. The eventual intention is to use a computer to do their abbreviations for them. The Uni-

complete volume? Er-ring on the side of completenessis best. If material is
handled by electronic computer, the computer can take away what is not
needed and store it for later use, but it cannot add what is not there.
Finally, the physical format of the lisr can come in for limited discussion. If the computer has a printer with only upper caseand a limited
number of special characters available, this is whai will be used. If lower

of the MassachusettsInstitute of Technology. It is produced using a
large scale computer which produces puper tupe which ls in turn fed into
a Photon photographic rypeserrer.capitalization is handled through the

manner. Naturally, librarians wnnt to approach the problems first which
irritate them most. And with certain li6riries there ire only one or two
Volume 9, Number t, Winter t965
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documents which are needed.
Once the computer program is written and tested, the full file of
serials information must be converted into machine-readable form. FIaving gone this far, most librarians will probably go the rest of the way, but
th6 ionversion will be the most expensive and time-consuming part. It
will also be the largest source of errors and will plague the system for
months. I would not advise discarding the manual methods too soon;
both the new and the old systemsshould be operated in parallel for some
length of time, at least until the operators are convinced that the bugs
are out of the new systemaltogether.
Now the public can be weaned away from the old, barely adequate
system to the new one with its infinite expansion and perpetually-avail'
able information.

REGIONAL

GROUPS

only two recent meetings have been reported in time for inclusion in this
issue.
The Technical Services Section of the !!'isconsin Library Association heard
pauline A. Seely (Denver Public Library) discuss "ALA Filing Rules-New and
"The
Revised." Elizabeth Rodell, RTSD Executive secretary, then spoke on
World of Technical Services."
The New England Technical Services Librarians at theil business meeting
voted to become i section of the New England Library Association. The group
retains its present name.-Doris Ransom, Chairman, Counci'I of Regional Groups
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ComputerizedCirculationWork, A Case

Studyof the 357DataCollectionSystem
RarpH E. McCov
Director of Libraries
Southern I llinois Uniaersity
Carbondale,Ill.
ll /|.Y ASSIGNMENT is to presenr a casestudy of the automated book
circulation system now in operation at Southern Illinois Univer,[}l
sity, Carbondale. After almost three years of planning and experimenting,
the systemwent into operation on a limited scale this spring. By means of
a step-by-stepconversion from manual to automatic operations, we have
been able to test the equipment under acrual operating conditions, to improve upon certain routines, and to adjust staff assignmentswith a minimum of difficulty. We expect rhe circulation process to be completely
automated when school starts in the fall.
Before describing the system, let me give you a picture of the circulation problems that led to our efforts at automation.
Southern Illinois University has an enrollment of some 2o,ooo students, r4,ooo of whom are on the Carbondale campus. With the exception of four small specialized libraries, all books on rhe Carbondale
campus are housed, and library servicesare provided, in a central building-Morris Library. There are approximately 6oo,ooo volumes in the
central collection, arranged in four subject divisional libraries and classified according to Dewey. Except for the Rare Book Collecrion, all books
are on open shelves; and a central circulation point on the main floor
servesthe entire building. The concentration of book circulation at one
point was one of the factors that made automation feasible.
When we began the study of our circulation sysremin the fall of 196r,
book circulation from the central library had reached a peak of a thousand volumes a day, and the annual rate of increase for some years had
been in excessof the rate of increase in enrollment. The circulation system we had been using efiectively for many years was a combination of
McBee Key-Sort and Gaylord electric charging. The increased volume of
books circulated in recent years had created a burden that the systemwas
unable to support. For one thing, the congestion around the files, i.e. the
filing of cards, the needling for overdue books, the answering of inquiries
about books charged out, the library clearanceof seniors,and the removal
of cards in the discharging of books, forced us to move the files from back
of the loan desk to another area. Separating the files from service contacts
created problems of communication and required additional stafi. When
the situation became critical in the Fall of 196r, we turned for assistance
to the University's Office of Systemsand Procedures.
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I am certain that our immediate problems could have been met by a
solution less drastic than complete automation, but the existence of a
data processing unit on our campus interested in extending its services,
and the fact that we were already using IBM facilities for book ordering
and might make further use of automation in other library routines,
prompted us to consider automation of book circulation. Furthermore,
there was the prospect of correlating statistics on book use with student
grades, test scores, and other data that would eventually be fed into a
campus-widedata collection system.
We were fortunate in having assigned to our library project a young
graduate student in management, L. R. DeJarnett, who not only conducted the original study, which he incorporated in a master's thesis, but
who stayed on the University staff to clesign the system and see it into
oPeration.
The study of the circulation system then existing consisted of gathering statistics and observing patterns of use, preparing flow charts, and,
where feasible, conducting time and motion studies of specific oPerations.
In all of these activities Mr. DeJarnett, under the clirection of the Head
of the Office of Systemsand Procedures,R. D. Isbell, worked closely with
members of the library staff and with the staff of the Data Processingand
Computing Center which would eventually be involved in the oPeration
of the system.
In addition to the congestion around the files and the pile-up of books
waiting to be discharged, the study revealed a serious problem in the
handling of "snags," i.e., books which could not be discharged immediately becauseno charge card could be found. We know snags can be the
result o[ a number of possible errors-incorrect copying of the call number on the McBee card (an error not detected by the circulation clerk at
the time of charging), an error in filing the card (sometimes the result of
difficult handwriting), or an error in withdrawing the card prematurely.
When we consider that some forty student assistants,as well as six fulltime clerks, serve at the loan desk during the one hundred hours a week
the library is open, we know that the chance of error is magnified.
Another trouble spot was the whole complex of pulling cards for overdue
books, typing and mailing of notices, and recording payment of fines. One
week's work on overdue books was hardly finishecl in time to start the
Processover agarn.
In addition to studying the existing system, Mr. Isbell and Mr- DeJarnett visited libraries where automated circulation Procedures were being used and industries where automated inventory controls seemed to
have some bearing on the library problem. They also examined numerous pieces of equipment which might be used in creating an ideal system
and sought the advice of experts in the computer industry, particularly
the IBM people, whose equipment we decided to use. The system which
was ultimately divised, while it borrows ideas from several existing installations, goes beyond those known to us in the extent of its automation
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and in the completenessof the controls which it provides. For example,
one of our requirements which complicated the design was that the system should permit making requested books available to readers as
promptly as possible through the device of "reserve" and "recall." The
circulation study made by George Fry and Associatesnoted that this requirement distinguished the need of the university library from that of
the public library. The use of a "transaction number," cornmon to most
automated circulation systems,would not provide positive identification
of an item in circulation.
Although the problems encountered in the design of the system were
numerous and sometimes complex, the system that evolved was basically
very simple. Three items of information are assembledin charging out a
book-the borrower's identification number, the call number of the book,
and the date due. Together, these items identify each transaction. They
are fed into an IBM 357 data collecting unit and form the basis for the
tape storageof circulation records.
Let me describe the process of charging and discharging books. The
borrower presents his book at the circulation desk, together with a plastic
identification card. The identification card contains the borrower's picture and his name, address,and identification number, embossedafter the
fashion of a gasoline credit card. His identification number has also been
punched on the card in machine language. This ID card, in use on the
campus for several years, servesmany purposes besideslibrary borrowing.
It is issued to students by the Student Afiairs Office at the time of registration. Faculty cards, issued by the Personnel Office, use the social security number for identification.
Each library book contains in its pocket a master IBM card bearing the
call number of the book, expressed both in printed and machine language. The coding was devised so as to provide all of the necessarydata
on a single line of printing and still fit on a shortened IBM card, utilizing
only 4z/g inches of the standard 7z/"-inch IBM card. This enables the
master book card to be folded when it is inserted into the pocket of a book
oI less than octavo size.The call number line is divided into six units {or
convenient reading-the
Dewey number, the Cutter number, year,
volume, part, and copy. Twenty-five units were provided for the call
number, with an additional 16 units to accommodate the borrower's
number and due date, a total of 4r units. I shall discusslater how these
cards were prepared for a half-million volumes.
The book card and the bor-rower's card are collected by the circulation clerk who depressesthe due date (the third item of information in
the transaction) on a manual entry keyboard (IBM g7z) which is attached to the basic data collection unit (IBNI 357). Due dates will vary,
of course, depending upon the nature of the book and the status of the
borrower. The book card and borrower's card are inserted into two slots
in the 357 unit. This immediately activates a printing key punch (IBM
oz6) which is located adjacent to the g5Z input unit. The key punch proVolume 9, Number r, Winter t965
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duces two cards, each bearing the three items of information both in
printed and machine language. One of these, a pink card, is returned
with the master book card to the pocket of the book and rePresents the
borrower's notice of date due. In addition, this card serves as a valid
charge record at the exit check points. The other card (yellow) is stacked
in the machine as the Library's record of the transaction. The identification card is returned to the borrower along with the book, and the clerk
is ready to handle another transaction. The entire transaction takes about
twenty seconds,only eight of which is machine time.
The IBM g57 system consistsof two 357 input stations, back to back,
each equipped with a g72 rnarlual entry keyboard for recording date due.
These are joined by a single 358 control unit (the "little black box") and
a single oz6 key punch which servestwo input stations. The control unit
not only regulates the timing of the operation, but provides a read-back
circuitry that performs an audit of the printing and punching. The system is mounted on a movable dolly. Three such systemswith a total of
six input stations constitute the final configuration of equipment for
automated book charging in Morris Library. With the exception of a
slight alteration of the throat of the g57's to accept embossedcards, no
modification of standard hardware was required.
When a book is returned, the clerk needs only to remove the date due
card, verify that it is for that book, and send the book to the shelves.At
the end of each day (rr:oo p.m.) the accumulated transaction cards and
return cards are taken to the Data Processing and Computing Center
where they are loaded into an IBM r4ot computer unit to up-date the
circulation file on magnetic tape. By g:oo the following morning a consolidated circulation list, printed in call number order, but giving borrower number and date due for each transaction, is delivered to the
library. The computer program arranges the print-out by divisional
library so that a copy of that portion of the book chargesis supplied to the
division for public use. A borrower who fails to find the book he wants on
the shelf may check the charge record posted in the divisional library to
learn when the book is due to be returned.
Overdue book notices are prepared and addresseddaily by the computer, using the circulation record tape, together with a tape file of the
names, and addressesof bor-rowers. This latter file, incidentally, is the
basic "tie-in" to the total systemsconcePt, and can relate library usage to
such factors as grades, age, housing, etc. Fines for books which are overdue are assessedautomatically according to a schedule provided in the
status and
programming and from two items of information-borrower
date due-which were supplied in the original transaction'
I have described the basic process.There are a number of refinements,
exceptions, and limitations. We have had to make some compromises in
the interest of mass processing, but we have not had to adapt ourselves,
as Lewis Mumford has feared, "with pathetic docility to the limitation
of the machine." For example, we have recognized the need to provide
some means of charging a book manually when the borrower does not
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have his ID card. While we expect to be strict in requiring the use of the
ID card once the system is in full operation, some exceptions will be
made, particularly with faculty. We are determined that rhe use of the
machine will be tempered with human understanding, despite protests
from our systemspeople that even a dean should be iurned awiy if he
leaveshis ID card in his other pants. The fact that the manual processis
more troublesome for the borrower as well as for the library should encourage the use of the ID card.
We also have to make a manual transaction when the master book
card is missing or, in the case of a book returned, the date due card is
missing. (These IBM cards do make handy book marks.) Manual charges
must also be made for certain categoriesof library material for which no
master cards were made. This includes a collection of some 8o,ooo maps
which are seldom circulated outside the building and which would have
been difficult to process.We also excluded those government documents
classified according to the Superintendent of Documents scheme; after
considerable study, our analysti gave up as hopelessthe task of fitting the
notations of this classification scheme on a single IBM card. Bound
volumes of journals are also not provided with master cards becausethey
are not classifiedand becausbthere is a limitation on out-of-building use.
When there is no master book card, the book is charged out manually
on a so-called Universal Charge form, using the embossedportion of the
ID card in a manner similar to that employed at gasoline stations with
the credit card and with much the same iqnip-ent. The call number or
other identification of the volume is filled in ty trana. The Universal
Charge form provides three copies-one copy goes into the book pocket as
a date due reminder, a second copy goes to the Data Processingand Computing Center for preparation of a master card and return card, and a
third copy is retained by the Librar;' as a temporarl' record, pending the
receipt of the perrnanent card. The same set of forms is used for charging
books without an ID card, the name and address of borrower being entered by hand. We have estimated that the number of manual transactions after the system is in full operation will be considerably less than
one per cent of the total. Two-hour reserve books, because of the frequency of turnover, are excluded from the machine operation;
Specially designed "courtesy ,cards"which can be acceptedby the IBM
357 unit will be issued on a term basis to guests,visiting scholars, shortterm students, faculty wives, and to record removal of books for such
internal processesas binding, recataloging, etc.
The two most frequent questions asked by visitors about our automated circulation system are: How long has it taken you to put the system
into operation? What is the cost?
As to time, the design of the system and the development of the equipment took about a year and a half; the coding of the master book cards
and the insertion of the cards into a half-million books has taken another
year and a half. There was some overlap in the two phases.
The total cost of the project, excluding the salaries of the staff memVolume 9, Number t, Winter t965
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bers who worked on the design, was approximately $4o,ooo.This included
the purchase of all equipment in the three systems.The operating cost
of machine time at the Data Processing and Cornputing Center is not

the serwicesof a number of student assistantshave been eliminated. On
the other hand, additional clerical stafi is required at the computing
Center. There will also be the exPenseof machine maintenance, this is a
cost factor often overlooked in automation. Accuracy, efficiency, and the

i.e., four on either side. f'he form allowed for coding multiple editions,
volumes, or copies of the same book by using only one codinS entry. The
coded. sheets *ete converted to a magnetic tape record by the Docu-

been assignedto the book by the cataloger.
There may be interest in the procedure for making the identification
cards. When a student is enrolled in the University, his picture is taken
by a special camera furnished by the Photo Identification company of
Chicagb. The film is sent to Chicago for development and the preparation o1 a laminated card. The card is returned to ouf Computing Center

in one's billfold.
During rhe course of the recent trial period we have run into numerous problims, most of which have been of a minor nature and were
readily solved. There remain only two unsolved problems of any conse-
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accessstorage. At such time the book circulation record could be transmitted directly from the input station to central storage equipment
without benefit of punched card. conversely, a book could"be discharged
simply by inserting the masrer card from ihe returned book into a discharge unit which would remove the charge from the central data
storage and indicate when there was a reserve for the book. rn fact the

could be carried out, I am info:med, as modifications to our presenr
system,once the central storageequipment is installed.
We expect to establish the automated circulation system on the Edwardsville campus when the new library building is iompreted a year
from this Fall.

In the process of mechanizing circulation routines, both librarians
and systemspeople on our campus have benefited. we have learned to
have respect for the ability of the machines to solve our problems, anfil
the_computer people have,-to their surprise, learned that what appeared
1
at first to be a fairly simple problem, turned our to be highly complerAs Burton w. Adkinson indicated ar a recent conferenci ai the University of Illinois, the gap between the computer people and the librarian
is closing as the rwo work rogerher in solving tiuriry problems. In our
case this gap was bridged efiectively by the servicesof i systemsanalyst.
* We have since adopted the electrically
operated Dashew Datawriter 2b3.
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very early in the systemsstudy that a computer, rather than unit-record
equipment, would be required to provide the necessaryprinting capa^for
bility..The acquisitions program deicribed in this pup"i ii desigied
use with an IBM r4sr eomputer with Sooo positibns of memory, four
tape drives, and all avairable advanced progrimming features. It is not
mandatory, however, that the library itself have such i computer, or even
that the university have one if arrangements can be madi to purchase
time from another company or from a data center.
Before going into any discussion of coding, it might be well to indicate how the system assiststhe stafi in carrying out the order function
of the library.
At the beginning of rhe order cycle, bibliographic data in the form of
_ .Library of congress catalog copy plus necessarycontrol codes and order
information are introduced to the iystem on punched cards and converted.
to magnetic tape. Whenever possible, these bibliographic data consist of
the complete LC entry, including the LC call numbir. A series of computer programs then manipulates the tape record,'extracting pertinent
sections and arranging it in appropriate forrnats to produce purchase
orders, in-process lists, fi.nancial records, book cards, and catalogs. The tape
record is added to and modified as necessary,primarily by means of piepunched cards produced automatically as part of the order operation.
During this past year, the Library decided to improve the efficiency of
.
its technical operation by eliminating all local exciptions to Library of
congress cataloging and by changing from the Dewey to the LC classihcation. This decision, together with the requirements of the machine operation, will shift considerably the workload within the technical servicesarea,
and will move many of the duties traditionally associatedwith cataloging
into the area of order verification. The dutiei themselvesdo not become
less important, but will take place at a different time and will serve a
somewhat different purpose than before.
As was the casewith the manual system, the order process begins with
the- deliv^ery of approved order requests to the order settion for s=earching
and verification. For the time being, at least, both searching and verification will remain manual operations. An attempt is madJto provide a
complete LC entry, either by adding to the information on the order request or by providing a proof slip. The bibliographic and order elements are coded for machine identification, and the order is passedon to
the Data ProcessingDivision for key-punching and processing.The
_order prepared for the vendor consistJ of computer-printed
3 X 5 slips (seeFigure r), which are returned to the ordeisection with
a deck of cards to be used for check-in when the materiar arrives, and a
deck of financial cards that have already been used to encumber funds
be_used_again to produce vouchers when paymenr is finally auind.will
thorized. The order slips are sorted by vendor nrm6er, attached to covering order letters, and mailed. The card decks are placed in tub files and
held for later use.
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The financial operation is very much like the check-in operation. The
Financial Clerk matches incoming invoices against the PIL to seewhether
or not the item being billed has arrived and has been accepted. If so; the
financial card is pulled from the tub file, checked for accuracy, has
changes indicated, and is then held with the invoice. When all items on
the invoice have been accounted for or a partial payment is authorized,
the cards are sent to Data Processing to have the invoice number gangpunched into the cards plus the manual punching of changes or corrections. After the production of vouchers, the cards are merged with the
financial cards for new orders and the payment is reflected in the new
financial summary for the week.
At this point the acquisitions operation per se has been completed,
and the material is now in the hands of the cataloger. If the complete LC
entry and call number were avialable at the beginning of the order cycle,
formal cataloging is limited to a simple matching operation to be sure
that the catalog entry fits the edition actually supplied. If part of the
catalog data is lacking, or if the copy originally supplied requires modification or additions, the cataloger fills out a code sheet to be sent to the
Data Processing Division for key-punching and processing together
with the cataloger's receipt card, which has now been punched to show
that cataloging has been completed. The next issue of the PIL will show
that cataloging is complete, and that the entry can be transferred from
the PIL to the catalog when the nexr catalog supplement is printed.
This completes the description of the order program cycle. For the
remainder of the time, I would like to discuss the lay-out of the cards
used to introduce data into the system and some of the decisions that had
to be made before theselay-outs could be finally established.
The individual punched cards are laid out in such a manner that the
first r8 columns are used for control information, and the remaining 6z
columns for bibliographic or order data. The first rz of the control group
are used for a sequence number, or Luhn number, which is assigned to
the title at the time of coding and servesas an identification number for
the title until acquisitions and cataloging have been completed. Since this
number is based on the author's name and the first significant words of
the title, it is also useful as a means of arranging entries in the PIL without going into filing routines (Figure g).
The next three columns of the control group are used for bibliographic codes.These are required because,as part of its decision to accept
Library of Congresscopy without exceptions, the Library refused to limit
the length of any part of any catalog entry by setting fixed fields for
specific kinds of bibliographic data, even though such a decision would
have simplified some of the problems of the Data ProcessingDivision.
The problem of using fixed length or variable length fields for catalog
data is roughly analogous to a situation requiring the storage of successive
shipments of different machine parts packaged in identical boxes. If the
storekeeper does not know in advance exactly how many boxes of each
part will be received in future shipments, he has two choices for the
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arrangement of his shelves: (r) he can set aside a group of shelves for
each part, allowing for the accommodation of a maximum number of
each kind, risking wasting shelves or the more serious problem of not
having enough space to store some shipments; or (z) he can take as much
space as he needs for each kind of part, letting the amount vary from
shipment to shipment, and identifying the parts by placing labels on the
shelves.
The University of lllinois chose to work with variable length fields,
and must therefore label the bibliographic shelvesto identify the parts of
the catalog entry. There are, at the present time, 2b different labels in use.
Three of these pertain to order information, and the other qz identify
parts of the bibliographic data. Some of these labels will be rarely used,
while others will be used every time; it is entirely possible that sorne of
the present bibliographic gr:oups, such as the collation and the notes,
may be broken into srnaller parts with new labels of their own.
The portion of the card deck containing any particular type of bibliographic data can be of any length, and the cards in each code goup
are kept in proper order by a two digit card count number punched into
columns 16 and 17 of the cards. Only one kind of information is coded
into a particular card or $oup; the next kind of data always begins on
a new card with its own code designation and card count sequence.The
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end of a bibliographical group is indicated to the computer by a work

tine, work-a-day situation, and will attempt to establish cost figures comparing the relative economies of the machine system a-nd the manual
iyrt.- it attempts to replace. If the new system P_rovesto be e-con-omically
sound as well is mechinically feasible, we will hope to establish it as a
permanent part of our library operation.
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Dissemination
of lnformation
I. A. WenrrBrr
General Products Diaision
IBM Corporation, SanJose, Calif ornia
fN DISCUSSING the dissemination of information, we can, for conI venience sake,consider the problem from two points of view:
(r) The degree or span of responsibility that the librarian has in
providing special servicesto his clientele and,
(e) The degree or span of bibliographic control that the librarian
can afiord to exerciseon all of the materials received by the library.
The difierent libraries represent a very wide spectrum of responsibilities to the reader. Some are merely convenient storehouseswith the most
rudimentary finding tools for their collections, and the reader does all of
his own searching. At the other extreme are libraries that try to provide
every possible service in supplying information to their clientele. The
servicesnot onlv cover readinE;material, but sound recordings, films, pictures, and even hand tools of all kinds.
The direct personal service to users has in the past been confined, primarily, to the special libraries which are responsible only to a very restricted clientele and usually in a narrow subject area. The libraries
which have much broader responsibilities, both in clientele and subject
matter, have not been able to provide many special and individual services nor have they been able, bibliographically, to conffol much beyond
the hard bound book. In most instances, they could not afford to process
fully such publications as dissertations, reports, pamphlets, map collections, moving pictures, slides,art collections, and the like.
With the application of the computer to bibliographic processing, it
suddenly became possible to provide specialized,direct servicesto library
users and to do library processing very rapidlv and on a mass scale.
Mechanized processing, however, did not find too much favor with professional librarians. It was only a few rebels and people outside the profession who adopted the new techniques. Also these techniques were
confined to special situations and to literary forms that were not normally
processedby libraries, such as near-print materials, foreign and domestic
journal articles, collections of photographs, statutes, convention papers,
the preparation of book indexes, and so on.
There now began a seriesof tests,a few superficial studies, and a very
loud debate as to the effectivenessof mechanized subject analysis. As is
usual in such emotional situations, much more heat than light was shed
on the situations. Now, however, as the initial temper tantrums subside,
as experience is built up, and the more objective viewpoints come to the
fore, there is a growing realization that these mechanized techniques,
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when applied with discrimination, can be extremely efiective and can
extend ihe ability of the librarian to provide services which had been
beyond his economic capabilities.
Although I am sure most of you are well acquainted with the computer-prep;red dissemination tools, I would like briefly to describe them
ind tie techniques for preparing them. Essentially, what the comPuter
can do is recognize wotds, sort them, and print them. It does not know
the meaningr of there words-they are just symbols-but it can distinguish their physical difierences. A computer, therefore, carr PrePare 1
ioncordancei can alphabetize, and.otherwise arrange lists of words. And
by a table-lookup teihnique, that is by checking a dictionary, an authority
liit, a thesaurns, u cross-teferencelist, or whatever you want to call it, the
and also
computer can bring synonyms together, provide cross-references,
unotherwise
or
redundant,
eliminate terms that are non-informative,
wanted. With these capabilities, the
ferred to as "word" indexing. It cant
word indexing provided, of course,et
describe the contents of the item to b
readable form. IMe, therefore, have tI
present to describe the contents of tl
ihe doc,rment to be indexed obvious from the implications of the text
(even though not expressed in the available words?) For example, anAtomic Energy Commission document is all about the chlorination of
uranium. It is obvious from the text that this is one of several Plocesses
being investigated for the separation of uranium from its ore. Flowever,
the machine-readable portion of the document: the title, abstract, conclusions, etc., do not mention this. How is it possible, therefore, for the
computer to provide the necessarysubject tracing for Uranium-Ore beneficiaiion or [Jranium-Seltaration processes?Another example: an article
describeshow a certain drug caused a serious blood deficiency. Nowhere
in the text are the terms "toxicity" or "side efiects" used. Yet to retrieve
this document, somewhere in the subject heading must appear "toxicity",
"side effects", or something similar.
There are other text-processing problems, such as homonyms (lead
and lead), order of terms (there is a difference between "A House of
Cards" and "A Card House"), poetic titles or non-informative titles ("First
Progress Report of the Radiation Laboratory"), and many more. These
problems are usually solved easily by the human but are difficult, i.e. require very elaborate machine programs, or are impossible as yet for the
computer.
In other words, straight word indexing cannot in every instance fully
and properly index every document. Actually, various surveys,lotably of
legal literature and of scientific and technical articles, have shown that
word indexing is very good. And although the computer does, on occasion, fail to index all relevant concepts, it often picks up useful terms
that the human indexer missed, and it certianly is less prone to errors and
is much more consistent than humans. In fact, in certain kinds of in'74
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d9Ii"S where the rules can be precisely srared, such as the development
of linear notation for organic chemical structures, the computer does a
much better job than the best human indexer.
Understanding these capabilities and limitations of rhe computer,
some librarians are beginning to evolve new ideas on how to apply the
computer to many of the obvious and routine processing chores, leaving
the cataloger or indexer to revise this mechanical indexing and add those
special elements which are required. This is sometimes referred to as
cataloging by exception. Details of such techniques are the subject of
other papers at this conference; I mention this very briefly only in order
that we might have the right perspective on computerized dissemination
techniques.
Since the computer can recognize words and can sort and print at very
great speeds,H. P. Luhn reasoned that the words in the title of an article

Mr. Luhn called the processKeyword-in-Context or KWIC indexing.

get information about chemical publications, weeks and even months
before they appeared in Chemical Abstracts. In rg6e Freeman and Dyson
reported that the averagemonrhly issue of chemical Titles indexed some
z,8oo articles and 5,goo authors and covered about 6oo journals. The
entire index was prepared by two keypunch operators, an editor, and a
clerical assistant with the computer producing an average issue of rz5
pages in about 4t/, hours.

Details about KWIC indexing are given in IBM General Information
Manual No. Ezo-8ogr, Keyword-in-Context (KWIC) Indexing, and in
many technical articles of which a select few are listed in the bibliography
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accompanying this paper. Machine programs are available. The 7o9o
program developed for the Bell Laboratories Library can be obtained
through SHARE; two r4or, a 7o4, and a r6eo program are all available
from the IBM Program Information Department in White Plains, N.Y.
Many individuals, companies, and schools have developed their own
special versions of KWIC, and some of these programs will also be supplied to requesters.
The cost of producing a KWIC listing will vary greatly, depending on
local conditions, availability of equipment, and salaries. In one instance
which may be considered typical, costs were broken down as follows: a
monthly index covering roo journals for a total of z,ooo articles, averaging +Vz punchcards per article generated g,ooo cards. These were processedon an IBM r4or in a little less than 3 hours, producing a Keywordin-Context index, an author index, and a bibliographic list. Machine
costs were $bb for card punch and verifier and $zz5 for the comPuter.
Keypunch operator salary was $3oo for a total of $58o or an averagecost of
zg cents an article. This does not include, of course, the cost of printing
multiple copies.
It is this incredibly low cost per item which really makes it possible
for librarians to consider applying this processing technique to their
holdings which they now cannot afford to catalog. The near-print material, the dissertations, art collections, maps, the various vertical file holdings, and a host of other special materials are all potential candidates for
this type of inexpensive bibliographic processing. The only professional
effort required is to provide each item r,r'ith a good title. As a rule, most
libraries do this already. Another potential benefit is that such indexes
can be produced in multiple copies and thus made available to departmental libraries, branches, and to individuals.
In addition to producing library bulletins, accessionlists, and indexes,
computer techniques are also being used to provide direct personal service to individuals. With the vast increase in publication and the proliferation of journals, reports, and other separates,it is quite impossible
for any individual to keep current in his various fields of interest. Nor is
it practical for a librarian to screen all the inputs to his library and direct
the pertinent material to the various individuals according to their subject interests. The best he can do is to set out all new acquisitions for a
few days so that the library clientele can scan the material or to reproduce
the title pagesand tables of contents and distribute them.
The library user in browsing through the new acquisitions or checking the tables of contents is looking for clues to see if he should read the
article or book. These clues are usually the words used in the title, the
abstract, the opening paragraph, or the conclusions. There are, therefore,
certain words which stimulate his interest. If he could list these words, it
would be a simple matter for a computer to match them with the words
which appear in titles, abstracts, opening paragraphs, and conclusions.
If there is a sufficient match, then the article or book will probably be of
interest to him. In a sense, the computer can browse through the new
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Iiterature and pick out the items of potential interest to an individual.
This technique has been in use now over four years to provide a current awarenessservice to many individuals. Generally referred to as Selective Dissemination of Information or SDI, there are a number of variations of the system. As an example, let us look at one programmed for
the IBM r4or and which is available as program r4or-CR-DIX. A general description of SDI is given in IBM General Information Manual
Ezo-8ogz, SelectiueDissemination of Information, and in several referencesin the bibliography.
The two elements which are matched in the computer are the bibliographic record of the citation and the interest register or "profile" of the
individual. The user of the system makes up a list of words which reflect
his interests; this is his "profile." He may choose the words from a special
Iist, or he may write a paragraph or two describing his interests, these to
be indexed by an indexer, or he may iust list words that occur to him.
Sometimes he is guided by examining interest profiles of others engaged
in the same type of work. Figure 8 is an actual interest profile of an individual working in the field of information retrieval.
There are two types of words on the list: exact terms and word roots.
The root Librar will match on LIBRARY, LIBRARIES, LIBRARIANSHIP, LIBRARIAN, etc., whereas, the keyword Library will match only
on LIBRARY. The reason the same root and full word are included is
becauselibrary, the full word, is weighted as 3, but the root is weighted
only as r. The "hit level" of this profile is o3. This is a measure of the
similarity that must exist between the profile and the document citation
before the latter is consiclerecla "hit." The mere occurrence of LIBRARY
in a title or abstract will retrieve that document. Flowever, if only LIBRARIAN appears in the citation, then other profile keywords must
show up so that the weight sum of matched keywords and roots equals or
exceeds 3.
Negative weights may also be assigned to keywords and roots. Wherr
these occur, then the total weight of the matched terms is reduced.
Examples of negative weights are shown on the profile assigned to three
journals. The requester in this instance reads these journals regularly,
and he does not want to receive any notices of articles which have appeared in American Documentation, I-ibrary .fournal, or SpecialLibraries.
The hyphen in Information-Retrieaal is present to tell the computer
that this word pair must exist, otherwise the match will be terminated at
the first spacewhich is immediately after Inf ormation.
The preparation of the citation can be done variously. It can be the
actual cataloging or indexing done by the library. In fact, this multiple
use of library inputs is the most economical. Actually, since the SDI programs have so far in most instancesbeen operated outside of libraries and
have included literature not normally processedby libraries (news articles, management reports, patents, patent applications, computer programs, sales brochures, etc.), the inputs have had to be prepared separately.
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After a series of tests, it was determined that the citations could be
prepared by clerical help-professional indexers or catalogers or other
technically trained personnel were not needed. In fact, since these professional personnel were often critical in their selection, they tended to
omit useful material and were often slower in preparing inputs than the
clerical personnel. The only instructions gives the clerical personnel, who
were usually secretariesor keypunch operators, were to pick up author,
title, journal citation, and, if an abstract were present, to copy it. If an
abstract were not present, the clerks were to pick up the first few sentences of the introduction andfor conclusion and anything that looked
"real technical," even if they did not know what it meant. The number
of words was limited to a certain maximum, usually zo lines of 6o characters each. Actually, in the specific applications there were also special
instructions such as "be sure to include all references to equipment, to
company names and locations, and industry references.Avoid repetitions.
If the abstract is too long, remove modifying words, such as adjectives and
adverbs, and other unimportant phrases and clauses." Such instructions,
of course,varied somewhat with the subject areasbeing covered.
When the computer matched the profile keywords with the abstract,
it scanned the latter for all terms. That is. it looked at the whole text.
Since a text might not have significant keywords, a simple form of indexing was applied. A few socalled "directed terms" were manually assigned
by the abstractors if they were not present in the portion of the article
selectedfor SDI. An article on any aspect of librarianship had to have the
word LIBRARY present. If it were absent, the abstractor added it. The
"directed terms" were broken down by industry and application and in
general did not exceed 5 or 6 terrns per category for about go-4o categorres.
More important than the actual preparation of the references are
their selection. Since many people read their core journals and do not
regularly get to see the publications peripheral to their field, it is important that many publication sources, normally considered unimportant,
be included. In the profile example shown above, the requester did not
want to receive notices extracted from Library Journal, but he did want
to be advised of any library or information retrieval article that might
appear in non-library journals. Some of the early SDI systemswere somewhat less than successfulbecause they concentrated on the "obvious" or
"important" journals, and the only information they brought their
clientele was already known to the users.
Aside from providing a good and extensive selection of inputs, the
other major problem has been the cost of SDI. One rather efficient SDI
system serving some 2,ooo users and processing between 8oo and goo
documents a month sent the average user lro notices a month at a cost
of $7 per month per user. SDI represents a new additional service with
new additional costs; does not replace an existing library service and
therefore represents no displacement savings. This additional cost must
be justified. I need not tell librarians how difficult it is to justify, on a real
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and-of these 8oo-goo were entered into the system. The "average" user
received notification of rro o{ these articles or almost t per cent of t}re
total which produced some b notifications per person each day. About twothirds of the reply notices indicated that the iiem was "of interest", while
about one-third were marked "no interest." The noise level was about

awarenessprogram such as SDI cannot be foretold. Iilowever, once all
library inputs do receive some computer processing, and this seemsto be
Volume 9, Number r, Winter r955
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inevitable for all but the smallest libraries, then an SDI service will have
to be provided. Once the bibliographic information is machine scannable,
the SDI outputs cost practically nothing, for essentially these are only
the reproduction or printer costs.The dissemination costs will vary with
the situation. In any event, the value of the service and the demands for
it will, I am sure, force the librarian to become a true disseminator of
information and not, as he is so often maligned, just a custodian.
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Good quality and a large font of all tl
ture are essential if substantial use
The same equipment should be ablt
pages and pictures retrieved from th,
ihe site of operation of the user, so it
tures. For example, there has to be
trained user can communicate his req
local storage device on which the use
information he is retrieving, so that L
to it. It should have means of givinp
material he has been shown and temP
The console is perhaPs the mor
visualized for the library system. Ft
requirements could be built, its cost
market, i.e., number of units, is quit
to
the Library of Congressproject will provide such consoles,acceptable
other systemsin the library cornmunity.
In addition to equipment, an automated library system needs organr'Ihe
novel features of this arc that the system
zation and methodoiogv.
the information he is after. It is not
in
locating
uier
the
help
to
has
itself
ero.rgh to let him ask simple questtns, such as (a display of) the catalog
much
card if a book by "Smith.'i He would be, in general, flooded by too
and
questions
wirh
him,
guide
m.tst
the
system
material. The program of
librarian
reference
u
the
in
console,
his
at
diJplalyed
,l-rgg"rtiorm
Yuy
autodiJiurses with him. Normalized wording o,t his questions by an
distinct
are
syntax
of
normalization
matic thesaurus and even automatic
possibilities. In this area there is the opportunity of a vast improvement
in the interaction of the user with a library'
of the automation he,llinS in the use of
Related to the development
^of
loading the memories with the large amount
its contents is the means
library in its bibliographic control and deby
a
of material generated
of transferring all the material now
difficuity
basic
is
the
Tliere
scription.
books, etc., into machine-storable (digital)
reference
car4s,
on
priited
'form,
but there is the serious matter of not losing information in so
doing-in not losing the typographical and format clues which now aid
which must be retained for
the rlser in scannini printed iaierial-aids
the display at the ionsole. Here again various studies and prospective
solutions were studied as background fot the report. These need a concerted effort to become practiial and economicil, one in which the library community as a whole should become involved'
In considering file conversion, it is important to realize' that imposi.
not at all
tion of standardiiation as to coding, symbols, or format used is
the
system
in
feasible
and
desirable,
is
highly
it
necessary.On the contrary,
indexor
type
of_organization
any
that
essentially
report,
the
implied'in
itrg .u.t be introduced into the central system. Internally, conversions
from one structure to another can be made'
Perhaps the most important feature of the systemproposed, in generalLibrary Resourcesdv Technical Seruices
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ities in the report, but in detail as background for the report, is its emphasis on a structure which does not im-poseurry .orrrtruirrts on present
or- future cataloging, classification, or indexing ,ihe-er. Thus, ali of the
bibliographic work which has been done in th.-epast will be saved and in
the_long run incorporated for future users. rn addition, new services,
such as citations and bibliographies. Eenerared by the use of the system,
will be prese-rved,and makJautomated libraries more useful by far than
their manual counterparts.
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Proiectat the National
The MEDLARS
Libraryof Medicine
Cnanr,ns J. Ausrw, Chiel
Data Processing Diuision
National LibrarY of Medicine
Bethesda, MarYland
Introduction
a
lf /IEDLARS (Med'ical Ziterature lnalysis and Retrieval System)-is
which
system
retrieval
information storage and
-*p.rtl.)uur.a
lVl
the
i".."tfy became operational at the Natiorial Library of l\{edcine. It is
in
development
and
research
of
program
an
aggressive
first phase of
documentation aimdd'ut the i-piovement of biomedical communication
and the use of modern technology in I
MEDLARS joins the intellectua
analysts to the tremendous clerical
tronic computer in a unique man-r
graphic system aimed at control (
6iomedical literature and the rapid
engagedin medical researchand practice.
its
Tlie objectives of MEDLARS can best be defined b-y des^cribing
techthe
of
three main output products. A more detailed explanation
niques used in obtaining these outputs is given later'
1h" first MEDLARS"product ii t1,eIidex Medicus, a monthly subject
all
and author index to ,oL" ,,5oo biomedical journals published in
parts of the world. The comPuter i
The capacity of the machine for st<
ume of data makes exPanded covera
timeliness of the index is improved 1
required to prepare the monthly edition-s _for printtng. l lre second Proct-awareness
uci of MEDLARS is the recurring bibliography
list of citations in specialized medicil subject areas.The sy-stemwill prod.uce up to fifty diiTerent recurring bibliographies compiled at regular
will be
intervals fro' data in the .o*p,ti..
^and files. These compilations
by
and.distributed
will
be
printed
form,
prepared in photo-master
tep'
bibliographies
Demand
fieldil
specialty
the
in
lrganirations'working "final
maior product of the system. Rapid- searching
,"irrt the third and
of the computer's store of daia can provide answers to com-plex bibliographic req'uestswhich cannot be effectively handled by reference to a
printed
index or catalog.
'
MEDLARS was deve"loped under contract by the -General Electric
Company's Information System Operation in a three-phaseeffort. Phase
'94
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System Loads

Data ProcessingEquipment
rn order to meet the speed and volume requirements of the system, the
following items of automatic data processing equipmenr are employed:
thirteen punched-paper-tape typewriters for conversion of sourie data

Input Pre'paration
received by the r,ibrary at the serial record checking area are
. Journals
forwarded to the Index Unit where they are clistributed to tlhe indexVolume g, Number r, Winter t965
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of
ing staff for the translation of foreign titles and subject classification
list
ariicles with appropriate descriptori f.o- the Library's controlled
of terms called MeSH (Medical Subject Headings).
To transform this tasic data into mechanical form, a punched-tape
hard
type*riter (Friden Flexowriter) is used. -This machine produces
input
.Lpy ur weli as punched tape when the keys are depressed'.The
iyiirt i"t"gtates information from a data sheet p1gpa-redb7..t!re indexer
codes
with information from the journal article itielf' In addition'
of
the
elements
individual
recognize
can
that
the
computer
are added so
proofreader who
by
is
sigf,t-verified
record. Hard copy from the typists
^u
-a
notes necessarycorrectiort, o., work sieet. This work sheet is returned
to the typist #ho made the error, and a correction tape is prepared' Both
the
the origiial input tape and the correction tape are liter matched by
.o-prri"r and^necesJarysubstitutions are tnid". The basic unit record
a
preplured by this p.o.o, consists of all of the standard elements of
indexers'
tl!
ty
assigned
headings
iliUiiogtupni. citution, plus the subject
team
S.ui.n t.q.tests for bibliographii information are prepared by a
sheet.
of search sp'ecialistsa.rd rec"ordedon a Search Formulation data
Whereas iridexers describe articles by selecting the appropriate subject
headings, searchers prepare a set of elem-ents wtti.tt are used in logical
combin"ation for retrieving citations already indexed and in the computer
files. The request may inc"lude as many as roo search elements, including
such items ai subject headings, author names, journal titles',language
designators, y.ut of publicatidn, and several others' The Search Formulatioln data siieet is punched into paper tape and proofread in a similar
manner to the Indexer data sheet.
Computer Processing
Seven programming modules have
system requirements. A module is a
which are related in Performing c
After conversion to Punched-PaPe

The ProcessedCitation File (PCF)
this module
rrrirrt-tine format which have been selected and tagged by
files have
data
basic
two
the
Once
bibliographies'
io. uuti""t recurring
is
subsystem
computer
the
Module,
Piocissing
ittprrt
the
by
.reut.a
L.er,
bibliogdemand
of
retrieval
split inro two indepen^dent parts-one for
recurr'aphies and the other for tlie composition of Index Medicus and
ring bibliograPhies.
in" Orrioia Search Mod.ule matches search requests entered into the
.o-prr,", by punched-tape against unit records on the CCF' It is important to note that ,.o"rui req-,rertsare entered in a large batch (perhaps
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citations into the proper sequence,formats the data, and writes it onto

Output Preparation

Volume g, Number t, Winter t965
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GRACE composition in the vely neal future, and the Cumulatetl, Index

tems.
Data Processingat NLM

MEDLARS.

large university medical center.
Impact of MEDLARS on Other Libraries
MEDLARS will result in much broader dissemination of medical bibliographic data through its new and expanded indexing services.This, in
t.,t:", *itt impose greit demands for increasing the siz.eand scope of the
collections of lo.ul medical libraries to provide the journals cited in a
MEDLARS bibliography. The system u,'ill provide every local librarian

.98
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with a modernized version of a traditional reference tool for rapid
searching of a large store of information, since he will be able to iequest
demand searchesfrom NLM. At the same time it will impose a serious
obligation on the librarian to become familiar with the fundamentals of
computers in order to understand their capabilities and limitations. Finally, in the future sorne libraries may find it possible to acquire a magnetic-tape edition of the Index Medicus for usb on their own data processing equipment.
Summary
MEDLARS is a computer-based inforrnation retrieval svstem aimed
at bibliographic control of the world's medical literature. Medical
journals received by the Library are indexed by a staff of professional
indexers, punched into paper tape, and permanently stored on magnetic
tape. Data frorn the magnetic tape files are manipulated by the computer in order to produce the monthly and annual Ind.ex Med,icus, other
recurring bibliographies in medical specialty fields, and demand bibliographies in response to subject oriented questions. The Data processing
Division at NLM is heavily involved in the operarion of MEDLARS and
in systemsstudies aimed at rhe improvement of biomedical communications and modernization of Library operations.
The rotlowingdocumenrs
-.r"

," ,n. preparationof this paper:

"r.J::',I";ilL
r. U. S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare. THE MEDLARS Story at the
National Library of Medicine. Washington, 1963.
z. Austin, c. J. "Data Processing Aspects of MEDLARS." Bulletin of the Medical Lib r a r y A s s o c i a t i o n ,5 z : r . 1 9 6 4 .
g. Austin, C. J. "The Computer and Medical Bibliography." A paper presented at the
Toth Annual Meeting of the Association of Military Surgeons, November 4, 1963, to
be published in Military Medicine, August, 1964.

CATALOG

CODE REVISION SCHEDULE

In IRZS Fall 1964, p. 96g, I stated that the catalog code revision schedule
calls for a completed manuscript to be presented to the ccs Executive committee "in the summer of rq66, instead of (as originatly planned) 1965."
These dates are not correct.
Actually the schedule calls for a completed manuscript by the summer of
r965. insteadof (asoriginally planned) tq64.-pnul S. Dunk'in
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The Machineand the Librarian
Rerpn Tf. Penxrn, Librarian
(Jni'uersitY
' of Missouri LibrarY
Columbia, Missouri
rf'tHERE
CAN BE no question who will be the eventual master. When
hear
*.
expressionsof fear of the machine, what is really meant is
I
that we fear other men's use of it. For this, history provides ample justification. The process of civilization may be characterized as the growing use of mechanical devices and the struggles of mankind to direct
thit use. Without mechanical assistanceman's energies were consumed
in providing subsistence;there was no leisure for creative thought. But
once a slighl margin above subsistencewas obtained, it became possible
to utilize the resulting leisure either for social good or selfish gain. Even
slavery and serfdom can exist only in a society where the means of

of providing mechanical power to replace human power. Steam was
the key in the process which may be characterized by the power driven
loom, power saws,and steam boats. \4/e need not elaborate on the significance of these and similar inventions. Steam was followed by the internal combustion engine, then by electricity, and now by nuclear fission
and nuclear fusion. The machines which, in the nineteenth century,
created unemployment and social upheaval are today taken for granted,
and account in large measure for the change in standards of living.
The machines which today are creating unemployment and exerting
pressureson the social structure are part of what we might call the Paper Revolution. Its background includes the invention of the linotype,
the typewriter, the rotary press,offset lithography, and teletype. More significant, however, are the machines which have descended from a diftferent line. Charles Babbage and his calculating machine of the middle
nineteenth century, Hollerith and his concept of punched cards, which
in turn was borrowed from the textile industry of the eighteenth century, were fathers of the modern electronic computer. This product of
the second half of the twentieth century is more than just a calculating
machine. Its capacities for mathematical comPutation can also be used
for the manipulation of non-quantitative data as well, and even for the
control of other machines. Thus the machine, which in the eighteenth
century replaced man as a source of power and converted labor to the
.
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supervision of machines, is now followed by a machine which even replacesman as a supervisor of a machine.
Of what does automation consist? Mechanization, yes; but two more
things are needed: the concept of an integrated system,and what is com-o.rly called "feed-back." There is, of course, automation without computers, but their enormous capacity for feed-back vastly expands the
potential for sophisticated systems.
Automation ii based on what we might call machine learning, the apparenr ability of a machine to learn, a capability such that a decision
once made can be remade by the machine without human intervention.
Becausemuch human activity is at this intellectual level-masquerading
as thoughtful activity-machines have eroneously been endowed with
the power of thinking. It is probably unnecessary to repeat- that machines do not think, tf,at they iimply do rapidly and accurately tasks of
routine repetitive nature.
Althougi there is awe and admiration for machines, there is also
snobbery ibout things which they produce. The Paris gown, handblown
glass where an impelfection is a mark of authenticity are examples of
ihis snobbery. The Gutenberg Bible was once a cheap machine-made imitation of.a manuscriptl It is possible to cleate cheap machine goods; it is
not now economical\ feasible to use hand labor for this purpose. Paper
cups, which are a socially unacceptable substitute for porcelain and fine
glais; paper napkins, which are becoming an acceptable substitute for
hne finen; the toy balloon and the party whistle can exist only in a system of mass prod.tction. But factory production is not necessarily synonymous witli poor quality. The electric refrigerator is a marvelous example of beauty, preiision, and durability; no handmade product could
equal it.
Automated systemsdo create differences in people, however. The artisan's senseof personal pride in his creation, whether it be a pair of shoes
or a page of manuscript, har little place in a system relying on statistical
meth;d; of qualitv control. Until our society has, developed .a- satisfactory substitut'e for this personal pride of workmanship there will be complaints of employees who do not care. This is an area of challenge for
ihe professional of today and of tomorrow-the professional in industrial relations, the professional educator, and even the professional librarian.
what can machines do in libraries, and what of the librarians themselves?In spite of the predictions of some, comPxtels will perform dull
reperitive joUs ln libraries in the same way that they are performing dull
repetitive jobs in businessand in scientific research.When mixed with ingeniuity of human beings, the results may well be marvelous.
The books of which libraries are composed are rather mobile. Who
hasn't heard allusions to them walking ofi or to the easewith which they
may be borrowed, secreted,or purloined by the willful? Records, on the
other hand, are viscous. The bibliographic organization of a library is
far more durable than its books or the building which houses them. LiVolume 9, Number r, Winter t965
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brarians may not have analyzed the problem in this light, but this viscosity is primarily responsible for their being called narrow-minded, unresponsive to the needs of the user, ancl even obstructive to culture and
enlightenment. FIow often the librarian is unable to fulfill the wishes
of the user because of the costs of recording the change in location of
the book or of maintaining adequate control of its availability!
The newer technology which is now emerging will free the record; it
will be possible to reorganize collections for short term use as well as for
long term repose. The distinction between the circulation file, the catalog, bibliographies, and indexes will largely disappear.
But there is a danger that the machine will become temporarily the
nominal master. Machines have limitations in their capabilities, and the
people who operate them tend to let the machine dictate what and how
thlngs are done. When this happens, it is a defeat for human ingenuity.
Of course we must work within the confines of existing technology, but
it need not be a srrait jacket.

must not ceaseto strive for improvement in the technology r,r'ith which
we must live. Just becausemost data processingmachines have type fonts
limited to 39 or 47 or 6q characrers is no reaion why bibliographies o.
catalogs in libraries must be geared to them. If the use oI machines

once.
I et-us repeat,-the machine cannot do intellectual tasks, and presumably the professional work of the librarian is intellectual. But lhe machine can do repetitive ones and do them far more efiectively than can
the librarian. The efiectivenessof the professional can be multiplied by
storing the results of intellectual activity and retrieving rhem by machine when they are needed. This is what we do, with6ut a machine,
every time we consult an index or even the text of a book. But the machine can extend the fruitfulness of the original creator by searching
and comparing and printing out only those items which march-or do
not match-the criteria established.
rn short, automation of records in libraries wil free librarians.
whether they wish it or nor, ro become truly professional. Their jobs may
.
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be far different, but they will still be needed. The library of the future
will also need technicians to operate the machines, and for some time to
come, it will need people to shelve books. The catalog typist, the file
clerk, and the librarian who is only a paper shelver will largely disappear.
These prospectsmay create some senseof fear, but they will have little
impact on the change which is taking place in our society. For one thing,
libraries are too insignificant a part of it; furthermore, most libraries
have too much difficulty in obtaining people to do these tasks now for
anyone to regret the passing of the jobs. In the long run, the capacity of
the library for rendering service and the demands for that service will be
so vastly increased that the number of people still working in libraries
will continue to grow.

THE DECIMAL CLASSIFICATIOAI EDITORIAL POLICY
COIUIMITTEE: AI,INUAL REPO RT t96 7/ 6q
The chief business of the Committee at its meeting in October 1963 was the
approval of final details of proposed changes in Edition r7. Perhaps the most
important item was the decision to adopt a new method of indicatinggeographic
arrangement through the presenrarion of the full list of geographic headings in
standard subdivision .og rather than referring from this point to the history
schedules in the goo's. We believe that this procedure will make the application
of the numbers easier and also that it will permit the logical separation of geographic concepts from the present limitations of the historical approach. Among
other actions, the Committee also reversed a previous decision to print both
new and obsolescent schedules for Psychology and decided that only the preferred schedule should be presented.
The Foreign Survey of the Use of the Decimal Classification got under way
in the Spring, under the general supervision of Edwin B. Colburn as Chairman
of the Steering Committee. Harriet MacPherson was appointed as Director of
the Survey but was forced to withdraw because of her health. Sarah K. Vann
succeededher, and secured the assistanceof Pauline Seelv as a survevor. Both
Miss Vann and Miss Seely have been abroad during rhe Spring. Misi Vann is
planning a further trip during the Fall. A preliminary reporr has been made
of suggestionsso far received, but a final report awaits the completion of Miss
Vann's travels.
At the October meering Wyllis E. Wright was elecred Chairman and Carlyle
J. Frarey Vice-Chairman for the term rq6g/66, and Deo B. Colburn Secrerary
with an indefinite appointment
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Statementon Typesof Classification
Availableto New AcademicLibraries*
Introduction
ACADEMIC LIBRARIES are faced with a rather important
I\TEW
decision at their very beginning. What classification system will
l\
prove most adaptable and most durable over a long period of time? The
Classification Committee, at the request of the Cataloging Policy and Research Committee, has studied this problem carefully. The statement
embodying our conclusions does not consist of arbitrary recommendations for one scheme or another, but sets forth the characteristics of the
major classifications as they apply to different situations. The questionand-answer method has been used for convenience in helping a library
define its own situation. The Committee was extremely fortunate in having as a member, Miss Gertrude L. Oellrich of Alanar Book Processing
Center, who is actually engaged in classifying with several schemessimultaneously and who, therefore, is in a good position to compare them.
Definition
The purpose of classification is defined in this statement as a systematic, subject-oriented anangement for shelving, a location device for open
or closed shelf collections of books. not for the classification of knowledge.
Statement
The field of study was narrowed to a survey of the comparative merits
of the Dewey Decimal (DC) and Library of Congress (LC) Classifications. Both these systemsare growing, are being kept up-to-date with quarterly revisions, and Dewey, at least, now has a users' guide to go with it.r
One or the other of these two classificationsis now used in the majority
of academic libraries.
t. Is it important to consider other classification systems in addition to
the Dewey Decimal and Library'of Congressschemes?
There are several other classification schemes available, most being
used in libraries somewherein the world.
BLISS-This is used rather extensively in Australia. It is a good logical
system,but is not being kept up-to-date for easeof usage. The manuscript version does not agree with the published version. Letter notation.
* Report of the Classification Committee, RTSD Cataloging and Classification Section, May r5, 1964. The Committee: Pauline Atherton, Joan Cusenza, Elva Krogh, Gertrude Oellrich, Elizabeth Overmyer, Annette Phinazee, Phyllis Richmond, Chairman.

.
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RIDER-This
is a new scheme quite similar to rhe Dewey Decimal classification, but with a letter no-tation as in Bliss. There is no way of upi!"I91p! as individual libraries undertake the job.
'- _g1t:g
READER INTEREST-This
system is more suitable for a public li--_ !TIy_.nich must carer to conitantly changing interests.
UNTVERSAL DECTMAL-This
is a turope'an"adaptation of the Dewey
Decimal classification. rt is greatly expinded in the science and techlology sections to serve thi puiposes of scientific documenration.
Except in occasional areas, the rest has scarcely more depth, and, in
some cases,Iessmodernity than Dewey. It is too lopsided for a general
library, but would be suitable for speciar coilections in scientific and
technical- subjects. A scientific-technical edition in Engrish, with a
good_guidewritten
Ju.t Mills, is available.2This classihcationis updated periodically. !Irf i new and centralized secretariat is established
and the major revisions now under consideration are adopted, it may
be of greater significance than it is now. A classificatio'nsystem to
watch.
COlOI:This
-systemis used ar various establishments in England and
in rndia. The current (6th) edition schedules are rather l"imited in
scope. rt is very difficult to use because it necessitatesan attitude
of
mind that is totally difierent from that employed in any other classification process. At present there is ,ro good grrid" to it, .rr..
The ex_
planatory.portions in the 6th edition
difficurt reading
"L" "*Ir.-.ry
and less than clear.
FACETED cLASSrFrcATroN-The
schemesof this type developed so
far are for specialized subjects. Until a general system is developed,
this type of classificationis not suitable foia generaiized library.
z. What characteristicsinfluence the choice of a classification?
COMPREHENSIVENESS-LC
is much broader and more comprehensive than DC. It permits finer (closer) classification. The "p'; schedules, in particular, are tremendous in size and, while hard to learn to
use, have much "elbow room."
FLEXIBTLTTY-LC
has the advantage of not being logicar in exposition, as a rule, and while it is practicaily impossibr"etJmemorize, it is
easy to expand without upsetting existing ilassified books. The ad_
vantage of a non-logical classification is apparent in dealing with
r,aRidll advancing subjects, as the sciences,*^trere a major chalnge in
thouglt can throw out a whole branch in a previous u.rurrge-errt of
knowledge.-LC can interpolate where DC must compromisE.
D9*"y has to be expanded through further breaidown, sub_clas_
.^
sification or re-naming and reassigniig classes.LC can be expanded
by interpolation because_
the whole sysiem does nor have to be logical
but can, to a considera'rle degree, grow like Topsy without ,"gurl to
its environment. It has been possible to abridge D"*.y, but not LC.
LC
_permitsvariation in the treatment of spicialized topics. sayersa
states that LC was the "first to recognize the necessity foi variaiions
Volume g, Number t, Winter t965
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of treatment as between the different classes,and it is this feature of
the schemewhich has found so much favor in academic libraries."
mixed notation of LC is more complex than the
COMPLEXITY-The
DC.
Holvever, Gulledgea stated that the LC numof
pure notation
bers are on the averageshorter than DC.
has nlo combined index and this is considered a fault
INDEXING-LC
by users. The relative index of DC has been praised, although the index for the r6th edition is inferior to that of the r4th edition'
has the aclvantage of providing browsability. In
BROWSABILITY-DC
open stack libraries, this is importani. It ii practically impossible to
browse with LC although people try it all the time'
notition is positional, each p,osition represents
NOTATION-Dewey's
a classification lerrel. LC notation is ordinal. Each classhas a number
of its own not necessarily related to preceding or follo_wing classes.
CLASSES-LC has three times as many clursesas DC. Neither classification fits the college curriculum.
OF USE-DC seemsto be superior in this because
INTERPRETATIO\
there is a ljsets' Manual for DC'
system seems to be better in LC,
SYSTEMS OF SUBDIVISIONS-The
have some difficulty learnuse.
Students
to
but the tables are difficult
ing to build numbers in DC, but once learned, the application is unifoim throughout the system. However, if one uses LC cards there
may be fewir instances when numbers have to be built'
LC and DC are now being kept current with quarREVIdIONS-BoIh
terly corrections.
irroblem areas noted are fiction, translation, literature subdivisions, political subdivisions, and study and teaching' Both schemes
have been criticized.
g. Is the choice of I'C or DC a funr:tion of the size of the collection?
It seemsto be an accepted fact in the literature on classification that
the LC scheme, because it lacks general numbers for many areas, does
not ser-vethe small library needing broad classification'
The ceiling for the r5th ediiion of Dewey was i91 libraries of zoo,
ooo, though tiis ceiling was lifted for the r6th edition to include libraries oi whatever siz6. However, in a survey conducted by Thelma
Earon among college and university libraries, only in libraries of less
than 2oo,ooovolumes was the value of DC stressed.
The LC classification is used by 3oo university, special, and governmental libraries in the United States and abroad. The scheme does not
lend itself easily to abridgment for use in libraries with small collections, and servesbest in libiaries with large collections or special libraries
which require minute subdivision of limited subjects'
The Cbmmittee recommencls Dewey for libraries with general collections up to 2oo,ooo volumes in size, and the Library of congress system
for thoie expected to be larger and for those small libraries with specialized colleitions in the social sciencesand humanities'
.
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4. what local or existing factors must be consid.eredin mahing a choice
of a classification?
Various questions were considered:

5. Is a diuisional library as. a central library a reason for preferring o,.ne
classification or the other?

6. wh.ich classification,r.c or DC, is m.ore satisfactory
for centralized catalogingT
A. Library of Congresscharacteristics:
(t)
cards give class numbers plus LC-style curter numbers in the
!9
following proportion (barrinf law and lesser known languages):

8r%.

(z) There are fewer changesin LC classnumbers than in DC. (see,for
for example, literature periods between the r4th and r5th editions
of Dewev).
(S) LC will often serve specialized departmenrs betrer than DC, and
since a single system is easier for the whole college, the LC system
becomesthe chosen one where cenffalized catalo[ing is done.
B. Dewey Classification characteristics:
(t) DC numbers appear on LC cards for about g5/o of titles. This
means that about 6gT" of cards purchased from LC have no DC
number.
(z) DC changes cause confusion when reprinted LC cards are used
and require constant professional attention.
(S) DC is too_permissive. This is a boon ro custom cataloging or to
local cataloging preferences, but a pandora's Box in intralized
cataloging.
e.g. geography and history combination.
rearrangernerzlof class to bring related classestogether, such
as philology and literature, 4ooand goo.
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biograph"t in gzo or subject number'
bibliogra'phy in or6 or subject number'
o, build,i,ngnumbers beyond what
;;*u.r"
extension;f ;il
is given on the LC card'
when class number ends in 'ot' 'o8'
shorteni'ng oi""tU"t'
stoP at zero (8zr'o)
etc. Requires common sense-one cannot
nllmbers has been
four
than
more
if a general rule for no
made.
in pref,t. should the classification numbers on tl'te LC card,sbe accepted
'
,rrnrc to maki"ng local changes?
th:
should
The consensusin the literature is that catalogers
1:ttp!
local
to making
Library of Congress classification choices in prefeience
are:
for
this
reasons
changes.The
function easier and more eco1r'j fnis practice makes the cataloging
nomical.6
by LC' but the
(z; ne*, if any, libraries use all the numbers assigned
on cards
majority indicate that they accept go-gg7' of tf,e numbers
and Proof-sheets.7
libraries
examined cards in.a selected number of
ou*.t"
131
".,rruity
acc-epted'8
were
numbers
and found onli 8a.a57. of the
numbers given on LC
Some of the reasons gio." io';'xOT accepting the
catds
.-*irl are:
give obsolete
Cn""ges in schedulessince older cards were printed
numbers.
(z) Absence of numbers.
consistently the various revisions
or
i3j fuil,-r." ,o u...p, *ttolly
-apply
of the classificationsystems.e
8. What are the relatiae costsof using LC and DC?
LC cards in a
The comments below are based on daily observance of
received' and a
catalog department, u ti-itea study of 5o" I-C cards as
"of
excluding law
Catalog'
Union
study
5oo LC entries in the Naliottai
and lesserknown foreign languages.
languages)
Classification nos. on cards (excluding law & lesser known
Nat. Union Cat.
500 cards
Daily cards
LC card entries
NO LC class number
NO DC class number

loTo
5o7o

16T0
637o

rs%
7o7o

requires
To supply class numbers where these are lacking on-LC.cards
LC
and D{
the
with
familiir
person
a
by
title
per
ro
minutes
from r to

Obviously, tfr'enC is mote costly in this respect'and-only t!9
il;";t.
is said
aivantagesderivel from its use can counterbalancethis cost. It
future'
the
in
LC
cards
on
appear
that felier DC numbers will
.
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To this basic cost, which requires the employment of a professional
cataloger for DC, must be added:
(r) variations due to edition changeson reprinted cards
rcTo
(z) extension of the DC number when libraries prefer close
classification. Longer numbers are now being given on
more recent cards
b%
(3) assignment of Cutter numbers for every title
rcolo
(4) assignment of fiction number (i.e. 8r3) if libraries do not
use F or have no number for fiction
roo/o
The percentageshere occurred in the 5oo cards. A closer study might be
useful.
Considering the LC classification, to the basic cost of supplying r5/o
of the numbers must be added the following:
(r) supply numbers for all subjects i-reated from the legal aspect
rolo of the 5oo cards
(e) supply literature numbers for PZg
roo/o
(3) supply numbers for the papers, proceedings, etc., of universities,
societies,etc., where LC has assigned an A class number (for the
society) instead of a number for the subject in the paper
e.g. Riabov's Rules of Motion of Artificial Celestial Bodies,
LC cards gives:
629.t388 (a caseof
A S 3 6 . U 5 6n o . r 0 2 r
former DC number)
Some colleges want this material with the subject, so an LC number must be supplied for it.
In some cases only an LC A class number is assigned and no
Dewey number, necessitatinga new classnumber with either classification.
It is obvious that the LC system is less expensive even though some LC
numbers are lacking and the problems of law, fiction, and seriesremain.
g. Which classification would be easier to use for a mechanized system?
Several {actors have a bearing on which classification would be most
easily mechanized.
STORAGE-Since the classification norarion must be converted to Double Digit form, the storage spacefor each classnumber would be twice
its length.
Storage units necessarywould depend on the type of machine.
For example:
Decimal machine (IBM 7o7o series) ro digits to the field, allowing
5 letters or numbers per field.
Binary machine (IBM Togo series) r8 digits to the field, allowing
g letters or numbers per field.
Few LC numbers run higher than ro digits (zo in the Double Digit
form), which would take z fields in either machine.
For Dewey, if a maximum size were not predetermined, one would
have to use the longest number in the library as base for determining how many fields were needed.
Volume 9, Number t, Winter t965
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PROCEDURES in compiler language-WRlTE
INPUT-OUTPUT
TAPE or PRINT routines would be very simple for Dewey, but complex for LC or UDC. The three statements below are written in

Obviously Dewey is easier for the machine to handle on output since
there is iess work to be performed internally. The same is true of
input statements, again using F@RTRAN as an example:
READ 5, K
LC (TK787z'M45)
5 F@RMAT (zAr, F4.O,Ar, Iz)
DC (629.1349)
F@RMAT
(Fs.6)
r
UDC (65ri.rf 688.t)
F
@
R
M
A
T
(
F
4
.
r
,
A
r
,
F
4
.
r
)
5
Some of the connectors in UDC could not be used in their present
form because they already have a meaning in F@RTRAN. (e'9. / :
start a seParate line) Again, Dewey is easiest to handle as far as the
machine is concerned.
USE OF DC for storage and compiler-If DC were arbitrarily limited to
r5 places after the decimal, it would require z fields for storage in a
binlry machine of the 7o9o type, or 3 in a decimal machine of the 7o7o
series.It would take the formit (Fr8.r5) in F@RTRAN for both input
and output.
The largest LC number would require the same field space in the
binary machine, but less in the decimal. It would take more machine
processingin F@RTRAN compiler language.
AN ALL LETTER NOTATION, with a decimal for subdivision, would
be even better than DC from a classification point of view, and no
worse from the machine point of view. Such notation does not now
exist.
IF A MECHANIZED SHELVING AND FETCHING SYSTEM iS dCveloped to replace stack men, classification as a shelf location code
could end. Books could be filed by accessionnumber or some other
numerical system,or by size, etc. In such a casethe dictionary catalog
might be replaced or supplemented by a classifiedcatalog.
Classification itself could be more completely developed as an organizational system if it did not have to serve as a shelf location device.
Thus, relationships among concepts and structure could be described. Multiple generic relationship classifications could be made
by computer.lo
r. U. s. Library of congress.o..t-",.:1"":;;:llio.'

om... Guid'eto the IJseof Dewev

Decimal Classification; Based on the Practice of the Deci.mal classification office
at the Library of Congress. Lake Placid Club, Essex County, N. Y., Forest Press of
Lake Placid Club Education Foundation, 196z

.
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z. British Starrdards Institution. Guide to the Llni.uersal Decimal Classification (UDC)
L o n d o n , B r i t i s h S t a n d a r d sI n s r i t u t i o n , r 9 6 3 . ( B . S . r o o o C : r 9 6 3 ) .
3. Sayers, W. C. B. A Manual of Classifi.cation for Liltrariarts and Classifrers.Zd ed.
London, Grafton, rq55.
4. Gulledge, J. R. "LC vs. DC for College Libraries.', Library Journal,4g:roz7. rg24.
5. Ashton, J. R. and Hansen, O. B. "Adaptations of the Dewey Classification to a
College Divisional Library." !ournal ol Catatoging and, Classification, ro:86-gt.
April 1954.
6. Seely, Pauline A. "Dewey rOth edition." t-ibrary Resources and Technical Seraices,
6 : r 7 9 - r 8 3 .S p r i n g r 9 6 z .
7. Hoage, A. Annette L. The Library of Congress Classilication in the United States.
Unpublished D.L.S. dissertation, School of Library Science. Columbia University,
lgol.
8. Dawson, John M. The Acquisition and Cataloging of Research Libraries. Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Graduate Library School, University of Chicago, r956.
g . S c o t t , E d i t h . " C o o p e r a r i o n a n d C o m m u n i c a r i o n i n Cataloging and Classification."
Southeastern Librarian, 8: r36. rg58.
ro. Doyle, Lauren B. "Indexing and Abstracting by Association." Ameritan Documentation, rg:Zj8-ggo. October 196z.
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t. Present Situation

z. New Directions
s.r. Theoretical research
The-existing body of theory is in need of further
elaboration on
various lines, for borh general and speciar classification;yr;;;;
weil as
*

Held at Elsinore, Den3a{<, S-epr.r4.r8, 1964;
approved Sepr. r8, r964. This paper
was issued at the close of the Confeience-.
lBy "classificati.n" is meant any
m_ethod,creating rerations, generic or other,
between
individual semantic unirs, regardless.of the degree
ii hierar.chy-cont"i";;;-;.
sysrems
and of whether those systemi-would be applied
in lonnection with traditional or more
or less mechanized methods of document searching.
2 See footnote to z.r (a) below.
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for such established applications as shelf alrangement, card catalogues,
indexes, bibliographiei bn the one hand ancl michine syst-emsof various
degreesof mechanization and automation on the other hand.
This theoretical approach embracesamong other things:
the study of the mutual interrelationships between thought and
language, i.e. the connection between .ott.eptt, relations between
concepts,and their expressionin the natural language;
the linguistic study oi terminology in scientific and technical fields;
the construction of controllecl vocabularies, thesauri (with or without hierarchical relations expressed) as well as classificatoly precoordinated structures;
the study of various methods for embodyinp; "analytic" relations
given by context (so-calledsyntactical structures);
ihe analysis and evalutation of the functional relationship between
the various components of systems (including classification, codes,
and equipment);
the study of the behavioural processes,e.g. the inductive processes'
(both at the individual and gtoup levels), which largely determine
the choice o[ semantic categories.
In this connection, a number of specific questions relating to classification theory should be investigated further, such as:
(a) the possible separation of paradigmatic aircl syntagmatic relationsl;
(b) the use of universally applicable categoriesor categoriesapplicable to several fields;
(c) the domains of application and conditions for the use of integrative levels;
(d) ihe formal (mathematical and logical) foundations of classification;
subject being classiiej
' ' tne relevanie of a classification iystem to the
fied, taking into account related semantic questions from the
socio-psychologicalpoint of view;
(f) data claisification (look-up systems)as contrasted with document
classification;
(g) the optimal stage of precision in classification language when
expressing complexity.
At the frontier of theoretical research and practical application we
should investigate:
(h) symbolization (notation) problems;
schemes,
ii)' relationship beiween "general" encyclopedic classification
and "specialized" classificationschemes'
z.z. Applications
Theoretical studies mentioned above should be applied to:
1 These terms being respectively equivalent to: lexical and syntactic structures, verti'
cal and horizontal axes, etc.

'
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(a) the
_improrrement of existing classification, including work on
methods for construction of thesauri and related toois;
(b) the achievement of better design in new classifications;
(c) the exploration and implem6nrarion of compatibility arnong
classilication systemsand thesauri, including stindardized vocab-ularies;
(d) the convertibility of the records of material indexed in one svstem into another;
(e) the study of the interaction between the classificationsystemsand
computer technology in the process of system analysis and pro_
gramming; and the effects of the cooperation between the clissificationist and the systemsengineer.
z.g. Eaaluation of Classification Systems
The objective of work in this area should be to obtain generally
recognized and standardized techniques for evaluation
u, *.il as the
measurement of the dimensions of a classification system. rt is necessary
to devise:
(a) more adeq_uateexperimental and operational test designs,
(b) better evaluation techniques,
(c) mathematical models foi the more precise and reliabre description of systerns,
(d) better methods for the comparison and evaluation of classification svstems.
Tests and evaluation. of existing systems in a variety of disciplines
should be
-encorrraged.An interna"tional cooperative effort should be
made on collections of sufficiently large size ro iest the utility of
classification systems.There is a need for furthEr work alone these
lines:
(e) tests r,r'hich include the users of classification systems.the classi_
fiers and indexers, and to uncover divergencies between index
description and the author's own analysis*of his paper.
(f) studies of the reliability and consistencyof resulrs of ilassification
performed by difierent crassifierswithin one classification sysrem
and / or various systems;
(g) more precise and reliable methods of measuring documentary
relevance to searchqueries.
2.4. Automated Classification
The prohlems related to the construction and possible application of
automated classification colld have appeared .,.rd.. att ttie preceding
headings, but the high level of interestln this area at this time'called for
special and separate treatment.
Automated classification includes (r) the mathematical derivation
of classification schedules (the work of the classificationist);
and (z)
the automated assignment of documents to categories (he
a'citof classVolume g, Number t, Winter t965
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ing which is the work of the classifier), regardless of whether the categoii", ,r... automatically clerived or were-chosen from a classification

ulary and the document distribution applied by classifiersand users.
g. Ways and Means

international body such as FID/CR or ISO'
an infor3.r There is alreaclyio-e.ooperation among researchteamson
mal basis. This should be extended and placed on a more orSanized

be encouraged.
serious obstacle
3.3
- - Shortage oi personnel for classification research is a
are being
by
training
situation
this
improve
to
to progresr. Meas.tres
made ind should be encouraged in institutions of higher learning.

mental organizations, like lJnesco, and non-governmental organizations like FID itself. Eventual inclusion of this list of priorities for
.
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fundamental research on classification problems in the FID Long
Term Programme could stimulate additional support and encourage
further cooperation among the various organizations concerned.
3 . 6 Further symposia or study groups should be organized at reasonably
short intervals. They should be planned in such a way as to facilitate
detailed study and critical review of work in progress.

VariantPricingof SerialPublications.
Pnrnn Gruarry, SerialsLibrarian
Uniuersity of Washington Library, Seattle

.f-HE
PROBLEI,I of the varianr pricing of serial publicarions is a
I complex one. Fixed pricing is by no means the rule and seldom occurs, except in the case of such large, mass-distributed publications as
Lif e, Time, t}ireSatr.trdayEaening Post, and so on. But eroenhere one cannot plump too solidly in his conclusions. The rates are seldom as rigidly
fixed as might appear at first glance. They are, in fact, almost alwayi
lower in the first year of subscription than at any other time, simply because it is harder for a publisher to acquire a new subscriber than to retain an old one. In the following years also, the rates can vary, and often
do. Serial prices are anything but stable, and no easy assumptions can be
made about them.
The way in which a subscription is obtained matrers. For the private
individual, buying a subscription at his door or over rhe telephone is
the least economical way to do it (few subscriptions are available in this
way, despite the omnipresence of the salesmen); and, for that mamer,
publications bought from salesmencost about as much as they do on the
newstands, the large and resounding offers of the salesmennotwithstanding. It is a much better idea for rhe privare individual to go directly to
the publisher for his subscriptions. Libraries, of course, usually make
their purchases through jobbers for the convenience this arrangenrenr
affords, and while occasionally they receive from the jobbers the favorable long-term subscription rates rhat are available to subscribers in
general, this is not always the case.T'hey have to be content with what
they get; and whether or not a reduction is available depends upon the
jobbers themselves.The fact rhat many libraries have budgetary prohibi* Paper prepared on request of the RTSD Acquisitions Policy and Research Committee.
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tions against advance expenditures also influences the rates they pay.
Most serials are paid for in advance; and unless it is possible to 8o two or
three years into the future, there is little hope of securing the multipleyear advantage. Ffowever, in casesin which orders are sent out in the
"until-forbidden" way, jobbers invariably make long-term purchases,
and even occasionally pass on some of the savings they obtain in this way
'Pro-rated
adjustment is reto the libraries concerned. In such cases,a
quired when premature cancellation occurs; but even so, the arrangement is usually of benefit to the library.
The rates vary for another reason. Publishers, or at least their circulation managers, are increasingly anxious to sell their publications, and
one device they use for doing this is to offer bonuses of various sorts to
their subscribers. Bonuses are typically ofiered to new subscribers as an
enticement to subscribe.but sometimes also to old subscribers at renewal
time, on the theory evidently that some compensation has to be offered
them in view of the increased rate charged after the first 1,ear,and certainly in view of the lower rate granted new subscribers. The bonuses
for new subscribersare, of course, in the way of price concessions.This is
rarely the case where renewals are concerned, although multiple-year
rates are offered which become progressively more favorable as the subscription period lengthens. What is more usual is for a publisher to offer
a few extra issuesfor a prompt renewal (with cash enclosed as a means of
reducing bookkeeping costs to the publisher), and less frequently, a small
book, often but not always made up of writings gleaned from past issues
of the publication in question. The Haruard BusinessReaiew and Chang'
ing Times, among others, issuebooks that are used in this way.
In the matter of renewing subscriptions, it is of interest to note that
bargaining exists-not in the common sense of haggling, but in a real
sensenevertheless.This is what happens. The longer a subscriber waits
before he makes his renewal, the lower the price becomes.With each renewal notice, the publisher makes a concessionuntil at last, in a splurge
of what must be tic-making generosity, he offers a rate that very nearly
approximates the first-year rate. Not all publishers are amenable to the
threat of a discontinued subscription, as not all subscribers are to the
blandishments furnished by the publishers for their continued loyalty;
but certainly bargaining is possible to a point in dealing with the publishers of the large, commercial periodicals. While such experimenting in the
open market is fine for the individual, no library would think of indulging in it-not presumably becauseit lacks dignity, but becauseit subjects
the library to the danger of having its subscriptions interrupted or even
cut off. Most publishers are almost paternally indulgent these days, and
one must wait a long time before this extremity is reached; but reached
it finally is. Losing a subscription through default is annoying for anyone,
but a minor disasterfor a library.
Price variants assumemany forms. One with which we are all familiar,
sometimes happily and sometimes not, is the service-basispricing used,
among others, by the H. W. Wilson Company, according to which a li.
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brary pavs for Wilson publications at rares depending upon its income
and the size of its collection. This idea is socially useful in that it allows
every Iibrary the possibility of purchasing Wilson publications (many, of
course, quite indispensable), regardless of its size and solvency, and is
certainly commercially astute in that it ensuresa large sale for these publications. Its disadvantageshave been pointed out often enough, but the
only one that seemsto matter much nowadays is the excessiveamount of
paperwork that subscribersfind themselvesinvolved in from time to time
in order, among other things, to keep the rates up to date.
To say that librarians are addicted to the pay-what-you-can-afiord
principle is perhaps saying too much, but this principle appears fairly
frequently in the pricing of library publications. As the cosr of professional memberships varies rvith the applicant's salary, so rhe price of
some library publications varies. The latest example of this to come to
notice concerns the new Canadian Library Association publication,
Canadian Library Horizons, which is availabie to individuai subscribers
at $9 a year, to libraries with incomes of lessthan $roo,oor at $ro, and to
libraries with greater incomes at $25. There are many variations on this
particular theme. In the case of the new Economics Library Selections
Le'sf,published by the University of Pittsburgh, the rate for srudents is
$r a year, for professors$2, for university and public libraries and for unaffiliated individuals $ro, and for all others $r5. This elaborare price
schedule, while it was not produced by librarians, is typical in that it illustrates the way in which price schedules are arranged to securg an advantage for specialgroups.
Instances occur in which libraries are charged less for their subs c r i p t i o n s t h a n a r e i n d i v i d u a l s ; a n d c e r t a i n l y t h e o p p o s i t e c a s ei s n o t
unknown. Libraries are considered fair game by some publishers, who
feel no doubt that selling a subscription to a library will decreasetheir
private sales.This assumption is hard to disprove, bur equally hard to
prove. It is not at all certain that a person who uses a publication in his
local library would continue using it if he were required to take out a
subscription himself; but of course he might. Still the anti-library (or
better, perhaps, the pro-individual-subscriber) bias persists. For all this,

directed publications, on the other hand, are less concerned with the income obtained from their library subscribers and so are less inclined to
give them special consideration.
One notable example in which an effort has been made by a publisher
to attract library subscribersis seenin the dealings of the Pergamon Press.
Subscriptions are supplied by this firm at what it calls its "A" and "B"
rates. The "A" rates, which are considerably lower than the "B", apply
to libraries and to various other sorrs of institutions. while the .,B', iites
Volume 9, Number t, Winter t965
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realization has been borne in upon it that as libraries are its best cus-

is scarcely sympathetic. Apparently it is thought that libraries will pay
any amount for a good publication, whereas individuals are limited in
the amount they can afford to pay and should be shown some preference
in the rates they are charged. A case in point is Iron Age, a publication
sold to individuals at $s, but for which libraries must pay $25. Other publications which are more expensive to libraries than to individual subscribers:Arithmetic Teacher, Automotiue Industries, Journal of Heterocyclic Chemistry, Mathematics Teacher, ProgressiueArchitecture.
Preferential treatment is accorded in still other ways. Members of
learned and professional organizations, for instance, often receive the
publications of their organization as a membership privilege. In this regard, one need only mention the ALA and the generosity with which it
sendsout its publications. Such an arrangement, while still very common,
is becoming less so as the cost of publication increases.(It appears that
the cost of publication is mounting at a considerably greater rate than is
the general cost of living, but this is beside the point.) A more usual arrangement is for an organization to make its publications available to its
members at a reduced rate, generally from thirty to fifty per cent of the
cost of these publications to the ordinary subscriber. Examples abound,
but a few will serve to give an idea of how concessionsare made in favor
of member-subscribers.Speculum is sold to members of the Mediaeval
Academy of America at a reduction of twenty per cent. Scandinavian
learned societies ofier their publications to members at a standard and
invariable thirty per cent off list-price. Finally, the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics makes its many publications available to
its members at a fifty per cent reduction.
As for library rnemberships, there are a number of things to be said.
First, a library may become a member of a learned society or other organization willy-nilly simply by subscribing to one of its publications. This
is a frequent enough happening; and any library with a reasonable collection of serials finds itself also in possessionof a number of inadvertent
memberships, most of which bring it nothing but the desired publication.
There are others, however, that bring all sorts of secondary publications,
some perhaps wanted and some pelhaps not. Second, it is occasionally
.
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a membership before it is put on a
no hardship, although there may be
rd for the publications. In some such
e for members more than offsets the
rot always so. It might well be that a
Lying the $5oo-a-yearmembership fee
utics and Astronautics an advantage,
since the number of publications put out by this organization each ye"ar
and made available to members ai half-price is enorinous. on the oiher
hand, many libraries would find so expensive a membership economically
unfeasible. The advantages and disidvantages of the membership arr-angementhave to be considered in each .urJr.pu.utely. Third, memberships are not always available to libraries but iometimes to individuals
only. This creates no difficulty for the library if the needed publications
can be obtained without.the necessity of membership; and certainly no
library can complain if it gets the publications it ii after without
excessivecost and bother. It is true, ^oleoroer, that society publications are
e to libraries, either as gifts or pur_
rersonal membership is mandatory,
Lga librarian with appropriate qualthe society is willing enough to ease
rrary and ensure,incidentally, that its
ibrary's collection.
lbout in a situation in which an in.ions have more than one price? The
: is nothing predictable, or even entirely rational, in the pricin-g of seriar publicat[ns; and what is paid for
them depends upon f nu-6er of cons^iderations,not the least of which
is
publisher's srare of mind at the time the purchase is made. one
.the
thing more: despite the almost frenzied efforrs of^publishers to sell their
publications, real bargains are as rare now as they have always
been.
The hard sell is here to stay, and it shourd be recognized.for what it
is.

EDIT-OR RECOMMENDS;
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The Advantagesand Disadvantages
Collection.
ClassifiedPeriodicals
Librarian
JosneHC. BonorN, Associate
(Iniaeisity of ArhansasLibraries, Fayetteuille

generally would not serve a useful Purpose.
* Article based on a paper delivered before the Arkansas Resources and Technical
ServicesGroup Meeting, Little Rock, October :8, 1963'
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since the individual library wilr be already committed to one method
or the other, it may,be asked who is interested in the comparative merits
of the two means of shelving periodicals. Aside from the theoretical interest of the subject, it is a matter which some librarians have to face in
actuality from time to time: when a new library is established. decision
must be made about-classifying or not classifying the periodicals; when
a going library.experiences diffiiulties with its'peiiodicals, it may wish to
consider changing to other means of shetf urring.-"rt;
when a librarv
ls to occupy a new b-uilding, it may want to rev"iew its way of shelvinf
periodicals; when a fac,lty member or student in an academic librar!
u_+ wlry classify or why not classify, it is useful to know rhe answers.
Tuy
For all of these reasons it is worthwhile giving some rhought to the
questton.
A duantagesof Alphab etical Arransement
Processing is less costly for the unclassifiecl or alphabetical arrangement of periodicals._This refers not only to the.uningr made by riot
having to cla_ssify
each title in the first place, but also ,''iy .ur.y thiough
to such details as the savings from not needing to mark the .ali numbir
on each bound volume. From the use standpoint, the finding of the title
is more direct, since it is not necessaryto find the call numbJr first. rn an
open shelf arrangement it follows from this that the user of the library
can find what he needsmore quickly, or at least more directlv.
Keeping the_periodicals ii one parr of the building by ihemselves instead o{ scattering them with the books makes it eas"ierfor persons interested only in periodical references since all of the periodiials are together. This also simplifies matters for the technical staff working with
periodicals. For the same reason, if the library enters a period of e*panded acquisitions in the field of back files of periodicali, when more
shelf space for a particular title or a particurar se-ctionof titles is needed
than originally planned, the necessaryshifting is less cumbersome than
if the books also should need ro be dispiaced and movecl.
holdin_gsfor ordering fiom ofiers of periodicals from book_
..Checking
sellers is,also simplified, as a single alphabetical streu-fist should be easier
to consult than a classifiedshelf-list.
Aduantages of A Classified,Arrangement
In a classifiedarrang-ement,changes in a periodical title permit shelving the whole file of_ the periodical together despite the iitre change.
similarly, the various bulletins, transactions, and pioceedings of the same
organization can be easily kept alongside one anoihe.. UserJ interested in
a particular subject or group of relaied subjects, not only all the periodicals in the subject, but also the books in that subject, l"il n.ta them relatively close to one another.
The classificationof the periodicals usually scatters periodicals of
similar titles and thus.tends to prevent confusion in shelving and finding;
e.-{.,such titles as begin with rhe words .fortrnal of the .. .I rn additioi,
Volume 9, Number t, Winter t9d5
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scholar unless they are classifiedby subject.

disadvantages,also, with comments'

convenience to it.

"T'rans.", etc.)
The periodicals will nor be grouped by subjects, which makes them
less conv^enientfol the use of scholais interested only in particular sub-

.
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have not been previously classified. However, this is merely an inconvenience to the staff at the time the change is made and should not be a
strong argument against leaving the periodicals unclassified.
The availability and conrents of i periodical not indexed in one of the
indexing services tend to be more or less overlooked in an unclassified
collection.2
Disad.uantagesof ClassifiedArrangement
The processingof periodicals in a classifiedarrangement will be more

periodicals.
The user of the library, or the staff member, must find the call num-

consult the caralog or other listings first.

gain of convenience for personsworking largely in one field of knowledge.
The disadvantage ro a classified collection when shifting time comes
is that books as well as periodicals will need to be shifted. This disadvantage, fortunately, is experienced relatively infrequently.
The checking of holdings of periodicals for ordering purposes is
Volume 9, Number t, Winter t965

.
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more cumbersome when the periodicals are classified than when they are
shelved alphabetically. This Aisadvantageis absorbed entirely by the stafi
and does not trouble the user of the library. It is in the same category of
disadvantagesas the cost aspectof classification.
It is the specific purposes and objectives of the individual library
which should determine whether or not the library should classify its
periodicals or classify some and not classify others. For instance, who will
use the library-the general public, a general faculty and student body,
selected advanced scholars, or subject specialists? How is the library
used-open shelves so that the public is getting its periodicals from
the shelves directly, or closed shelvesso that staff only has accessto the
shelves?What is the arrangement of the building-is it practical for thE
periodicals to be in among the books, or do shelf considerations make the
separation of the periodicals advisable?
The average librarian today does not encounter the problem of
whether or not to classify periodicals. The decision will have been made,
probably years before the current librarian came on the job. Yet the fact
that there are two general ways to arrange periodicals and the fact that
both ways have their adherents should lead the librarian at least to think
whether his periodicals will be better utilized one way or the other. Some
libraries have made the decision to change from one system to the other3
and have found the change worthwhile, either in reducing staff time in
servicing periodicals or in improving their availablity. It behooves the
librarian to analyze the purposes and objectives of his collection and then
to decide whether better to hold with what he has or to adopt and change
over to the other system.
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DO SCIENTISTS
NEEDA
COMPBEEENSIVE
INDEX TO
AtT OFSCIENCE?
W h e n w e a s k e d s c i e n t i s t st h i s
question recently,most of them
replied yes - a few said no. lf
you are among the few who are
perfectlysatisfiedwith the "select i v e " a p p r o a c ho f c o n v e n t i o n a l
indexingsystems,stop right here.
However,if you, along with the
majority,feel that improvedmethods and comprehensiveness
are
neededin informationretrievaland
d i s s e m i n a t i orne, a do n .
Every researchscientist has, on
o n e o c c a s i o no r a n o t h e r , b e e n
stumpedby the complexproblems
of searchingthe scientific literature. Today'ssearchrequirements
are hobbledby the limitationsof
t r a d i t i o n a l l yo r g a n i z e di n d e x i n g
systems.
At the Institutefor ScientificInformation, we havetested and developeda newdimensionin indexing.
To this we have added comprehensivecoverage,resulting in a
unique tool for informationdis.
covery.We call it ScienceCitation
Index.
TheScienceCitation
Indexinstantly
identifies the most recent publications referring to a particular
work since its publication.The
ScienceCitationIndexprovidesthe
scientistwith an improved,novel
startingpoint:the specificpaperor
b o o ko f a s o e c i f i ca u t h o r . . . a n d
from therethe searcheris brought
forwardin time to current papers
relatingto the earlierwork.
R e v o l u t i o n a r y I?n v a l u a b l e ?W e
t h i n k s o a n d w e t h i n ky o uw i l l t o o
after you'vehad an opportunityto
reviewdescriptivematerialon this
new technioue.Write us now and
we'll send details by return mail
-without obligation,of course.
Dept. 23-2

I{STITUIE
FoR
SCrEl{Trfl
Ctltt0nllATr0ll
325 Chestnut Street Philadelphia Pa, 19106
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T'he H. W. Wilson Company tafrespleasurein annowncingthe
first issue of Biological & Agricultural lndex, the neu successorto Agricwltural Index. A detailed subiect index to 146
periodicals published in the United States, Canada, and the
British Commonutealth, Biological & Agricwltural Index begins pwblication this month and is expected to be of great
ualue to libraries tha, need ready reference to magazines in

the fieldsof:
agricult ural ch em ic als
agricultural economics
agic ultural engineerin g
agricultural research
agriculture
animal husbandry
biology
botany
dairying & dairy products
ecology
entomology
leeds

forestry & conseruafism
genettcs
horticulture
microbiology
mycology
nutrrtton
physiology
plant science
poultry
soil science
ueterinary medicine
zoology

Periodicals were selected for indering in Biological €t
Agricaltural Index by the swbscribersto Agricultural lndex
a.nd include 78 publications oriented touard biology and 68
oriented touard agricwlture. The form of indexing is similar
to that used in most of the other Wilson inderes, uith subiect
headings based on those used in the dictionary catalog of the
Library of Congress,and nuTneroussubheadingsand cross
references to facilitate quicfr reference. Entries include the
title of the article, author, periodical, aolunte, inclusiue paging, and date; bibliographies, illustrations, tables, graphs, and
diagrants are also noted.
Biological & Agricultural Index ruill be pubtished monthly
e)cceptin September,witlt bound annual cwmulations,and is
seruice
Jet vtve
v l . Wilson
f / .oJvrt
von
rt
tthe
rt9
rH.
t.
W.
annual
e
nlteeL
Jswbscription
euJcI
tytLUIt
auailable
u.u&ttuutc
by
u
y
basis. Each subscriber uitl be charged only for the indexing
of tltose periodicals receiued by his library. For a quotation of
your seruicebasisrate, write today.
THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY
950 UNIVERSITY AVENUE, BRONX, NEW YORK 10452
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Presenting
aMaster
Keyto
thegreatest
treasure
house
ofapplied
scientific
knowledge
intheworld.

i m p o r t a ndte v e l o p m ei nnitn f o r m a t i roent r i e v a l list of thosepatents,
in eachfieldof interest,
. as beneficial
to the reference
librarian
issuedbeforethe inception
of the numbering
theCumulative
BookIndex.
Thelnternational
system
in 1836.

of Patents
istheshortest
route
to

of the information,
engineering
andscientific
to be foundin patentliterature.
by the Interdex
Corporation
withthe
of the U.S.Patent0ffice,and
through
Bro-Dart
Books,
Inc.,these
iesarefullycross-referenced
you
to enable
a n yq u e s t i o n .
rialis indexed
by Date. . . by PatentNumber
. bySubject
. . . by Class
andSubclass
. . . by
Industrial
Classification.
Thereis evena

Subscriptions
arebeingaccepted
nowfor thefirst
sixvolumes,
covering
everyUnitedStates
C h e m i cPaal t e ni ts s u efdr o m1 7 9 0t h r o u g1h9 6 0 .
Threeadditional
unitsarein process,
covering

For ftLrtlrcr inf ormation on tlte International Inder of Pq,tents please write to:

BRO-DARTBOOKS,Inc.
Dept. 1401A t 7609 hlem,oriaLAae. o Williantsport, Pennsyluania

For Librq
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BtltlKBINDING
GI.ICK
CtlRP

Speciolisfs in the Binding and Rebinding
of Books qnd Periodicols

Public
Servinglnstitutionol,
librories
And Reseorch
,

Sincel9O5

We Hove Moved-Our New Addressls
32-1537th Avenue
Long lslondCity 1, New York
STillwell4-5300
ln Nossouond Suffolk
fVonhoe 3-9534

In New Jersey
Mltchell 2-5374

